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Severe·weather results in main catnpus closure
Elizabeth Jolmson
Editor-in-chief

Aasdn ltamJey
News Editor
Another line of severe storms and high
winds swept through the region this week,
causing a shutdown of the main campus Tuesday.
Calloway County endured straight line
winds averaging between SO and 60 mph Monday night and early Tuesday morning. The
Kentucky Mesonet measured a wind gust at 101
mph at 12:25 a.m. Tuesday in Calloway County.
Christine Wielgos, meteorologist for the
National Weather Service branch in Paducah,
said no other winds were measured at such a
caliber in its 58-county region spanning parts
of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri.
·The winds took down several trees and
power lines and shattered windows in several
buildings on and near campus.
Pullen Farm facilities and the Curris Center
roof sustained damage while windows were
blown out of the Business Building, resulting in
wind damage to ceiling tiles. The gate at the
corner of 15th Street and Olive Boulevard was
broken and a fallen tree on power lines
required parts of 16th Street to be closed. Fallen trees, branches and other debris covered
areas near Faculty Hall and Woods Hall, as
well as in the Quad and the zen garden
between the fine arts buildings and Lovett
Auditorium.
The outdoor speakers lo~ated at the University, as well as the emergency text messaging
alerts, campus phone system and emergency
emails were activated early Tuesday morning
to signify the closure of the main campus
because of debris and power outages.
The campus and city tornado sirens were not
activated because the winds were associated
with the storm's gust front and not tornadic
activity, said Bill Call, director of Calloway
County emergency management.
University President Randy Dunn said the
University followed its routine emergency procedure in its decision to shut down. The procedure begins with representatives of Facilities
Management and Public Safety who monitor
campus overnight and prepare a status report
for Tom Denton. vice president of fmance and
administrative services. Denton and Dunn then
meet with one another to arrive at a decision.
"We didn't know all of the damage that bad
taken place on campus but looking at what we
knew had happened as well as the fact that
traveling could be difficult, not having power
in Murray and Calloway County and, not
knowing how long that situation would last, we
thought it would better to use our discretion
and err on the side of safety and not have
class," Dunn said.
Dunn said he and Denton worked with Kim
Oatman, chief facilities officer and director of
facilities design and construction, and others to
prioritize cleanup and repairs.
"I've been really happy in terms of what was
accomplished," Dunn said. "We were ready to
open Wednesday and we'll work down through
the list of repairs and continued cleanup over
the coming days."
Oatman said making sidewalks and building
entrances passable was at the top of the list
Facilities Management employees and outside

Photos by Kylie Townsend!Tht.• News

Afallen tree and power lines block a portion of 16th Street after sb'on9 winds swept throuoh canoway County Monday nloht and early Tuesday mornlnQ.

Abroken utility pole leanS aoatnst a bulkllnQ on Main

Street a result of straiQht line wtnds.
contractors were called in to begin the cleanup
process early Tuesday morning, Dunn said.
Cleanup and repairs will continue until completion. Dunn said insurance claims are already
being filed.
Contact johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu or Ramsey at aramseyS@
murraystate.edu.

Administrators propose tuition, salary increases at forum
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
University administrators presented preliminary recommendations for tuition and salary increases at Wednesday's tuition
forum in the Curris Center Theater.
The forums, originally scheduled for Tuesday afternoon. were
rescheduled as one meeting the following day.
Randy Dunn. University president, and Don Robertson, vice
president of Student Affairs, gave the presentation while other
University officials stood by to field any questions.
Dunn proposed a 5 percent increase in tuition and mandatory
fees, which would raise full-time undergraduate student costs
$156 per semester for the 20ll-12 academic year.
Dunn said tuition increases also result in scholarship and
waiver funding provided by the University.
"When we go forward with some percentage increase in
tuition and fees we always want to be able to show that we're
increasing our institutional support for scholarships. discounts
and waivers in a significant way," he said. "We're doing that to
keep pace with tuition."
A tuition increase is necessary to balance out the reduction in
state-appropriated operating funds totaling more· than $500,000,
Dunn said.
Dunn also proposed a 4 percent salary increase across the
board, totaling nearly $25 million excluding fringe benefits and
new initiatives.
University employees received a 1 percent raise entering fiscal
year 2009-10. with a minimum set at $450 and a maximum set at
$1.200.
According to the 2009-10 University Fact Book, the last across

"

the board raise before that was a 35 percent increase during fiscal year 2007-08.
He said the increase, if approved by the Board of Regents at its
May 20 meeting, would be f10anced in several ways. One would
be a part of the 5 percent tuition and mandatory fee increase.
Another form of funding will come as the University looks to
become more cost efficient. One percent of the increase would
come from the reallocation of funds by the president and vice
presidential areas. The largest part of the increase, at $850,000,
would be compensated through the reallocation of vacant positions. All money budgeted for faculty and staff positions that
·have been empty for two years will be swept and redistributed,
he said.
Dunn said these vacant positions will not necessarily be permanently erased.
"This does not mean the (academic) college can never get the
position back," Dunn said. "If we take a position from a certain
area of expertise we will track that. Once we've absorbed the
·salary increase as we have potentially new tuition money over
the coming years - maybe state appropriations will pick up those (positions) can come back."
Robertson gave projected increases in auxiliary prices for
meal plans and housing, which receive no University funding.
The unlimited and 17S/400 meal plans is proposed to increase
3.8 percent while the 125/300 meal plan could increase 4J percent. Commuter plans of bronze, silver, gold and copper reflect
a projected $10 increase while the platinum meal plan reflects a
•
projected $25 increase.
Robertson said the meal plan increases will cover auxiliary
debt service, the projected salary increase and expected increase
in food and utility expenses. The increase will also go to fund tlie

25 cents per hour increase for returning student employees in
dining services with more than one year of service.
Housing increases will also provide coverage of debt service
as well as forgone revenue resulting from implementation of the
Living-on-campus Task Force. The increases also provide more
than $7,000 in student scholarship funding.
Rates for Hart, Hester, Regents and White residential colleges
will increase $93 per semester. Rates for Lee Clark and New
Richmond colleges will increase $ll8 per semester. These
increases apply to double and single occupancy rooms. Rates
will remain unchanged for College Courts, Franklin and
Springer as well as Elizabeth College, whose residents will be
housed in Old Richmond College during renovations next academic year.
Robertson said having various housing prices will make the
University more competitive.
"(Students) now have choices," he said. "There are lower costs
if dollars are a driving factor. Nicer facilities that have more
amenities cost more."
The Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education voted
Thursday to set the tuition cap at 5 percent for Murray State and
other comprehensive universities and 6 percent for research
·
institutions.
All Increases are proposed and will be voted on by the Board
of Regents at its May 20 meeting.
"The Board has not approved anything," Dunn said. "I don't
know that they're going to say 'no salary increase.' but. we've
tallced all kinds of numbers with them. They'll have to decide
what they want. I'm committed to the fact that we're going to
have an increase. rm going to recommend an increase.·
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@rrwrraystate.edu.
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This week

Police Beat
April21
9 a.m. An officer checked an
abandoned bicycle outside of
the Roy Stewart Stadium ·
parking lot. The bike was
obtained by the grounds
crew.
12:29 p.m. Officers served a
court summons for to Joseph
Fuhrmann, non-student from
Murray, for first degree criminal mischief.
4:13p.m. A caller requested to
speak with an officer concerning a vehicle accident. A
Murray State officer was notified and a collision report was
taken.

· April22
2:03 p.m. An officer reported
theft by unlawful taltiiig' 1ess
than $500 in Hart College.
S:-45 p.m. A caller reported he
smelled a burning odor in the

Industry and Technology
Building. Murray Oty Police,
Murray State Police and the
state fire marshal !were notified and a fire report was
taken.
11:42 p.m. Racer Patrol report·
ed an individual twirling fire
batons in The Olive parking
lot. Murray State Police and
Murray City Police were noti·
tied.

April23
2:13 a.m. A caller reported a
disturbance at Boone's Laundry. The Murray City Police
and Murray State Police were
notified and a report was
taken.
10:S7 a.m. A caller reported an
electrical outlet sparking in
Regents College. Murray City
Police, Murray State Police,
Central Plant and the state
fire marshal were notified.
3:40 p.m. A fire alarm was
activated in the William
Cherry Agricultural Exposi-

tion Center. Murray State
Police. Murray Fire Department and the state fire marshal were notified and the
cause was determined to be
mechanical failure.

April24
2:01 p.m. An officer reported
small trees down in West
Farm. Facilities Management
were notified on Monday.
5:43 p.m. A caller reported a
suspicious person in Racer
Arena. Murray State Police
were notified.
7:17 p.m. A caller reported

locked keys inside a vehicle in
the residential college circle.
Murray State Police were
notified and the vehicle was
opened by an officer.

Aprii2S
12:44 p.m. A caller reported a
non-injury accident on University Drive. Officers contacted Murray Police Department because the accident
occurred off campus.
l:2S p.m. An officer reported a
medical emergency in White
College. A Murray-Calloway
ambulance was notified and

the individual was transported to the hospital.
1l:SS p.m. A caller reported a
possible disturbance between
two people on the 800 block
of College Courts. An officer
reported that an individual
was talking loudly on the
phone and cverY.thing was
OK.

April26
12:31 a.m. A caller reported a
tree blocking the roadway at
Miller and 16th streets. Murray City Police were notified.
4:24 a.m. A caller reported a
high pitched noise coming
from the third floor of Hart
College. Central Plant was
notified and the noise was
determined to be an alarm.
8:18 p.m. An officer reported
the batting cage in the parking
lot of Roy Stewart Stadium
had been uprooted by heavy
winds. Facilities Management
were notified.

April27
8:19 LID. A caller requested a
suspicious package needing
to be checked in the Curris
Center. Officers were notifl.ed
and. upon arrival, reported it
was a bookbag.
3:50 p.m. A caller reported
bolts in speed bumps coming
out ncar Regents and White
colleges. Facilities Management was notified.
5:29 p.m. The Murray State
Police reported a motor vehicle accident without injuries
on the corner of North 16th
and Campbell streets. The
Murray Police were notifled.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 0
Assistant News Editor Haley
Russell compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dis patched calls are listed.
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Professor assists US Forestry Service
Edward Marlowe
Contributing writer

Melissa Ruhlm.1n/The Nf!\vs

Joseph Baust. Murray State director of environmental educatiOn. was
called on by the federal government to help formulate a green a(Jenda.

As part of his energy plan, President Barack Obama envisioned a future where disconnected and disadvantaged youth
worked toward a greener and more efficient America.
Because of the contributions of Joseph Baust, director of environmental education at Murray State, that vision is beginning to
take shape.
Baust, along with colleague Terry Wilson of Western Kentucky University, were called on by Safiya Samman, director of
Conservation Education in Washington, D.C., to draft material
that created the Job Corps Green Jobs curriculum and activities
guide.
The guide contains a hands-on program for concepts and skills
needed to understand what green means and how to implement
these skills and concepts into the workforce. The guide also contains several job listings related to the environment in order to
create an awareness of green jobs.
According to Baust, going green concepts include three facets
of environmental science - understanding natural resources and
the carrying capacity of an ecosystem, limitations and sustainability-and energy flow.
By studying these concepts, faculty at Job Corps will be able
to convey concepts of going green across trades such as carpentry, bricklaying, plumbing and office management, Baust said.
"Everything connects us with everything," Baust said. "We
have to look at the broader picture. We cannot be one-dimensional for our sources of energy."
John Vilsack, secretary of agriculture, found motivation in
Obama's energy plan and vowed to be the first to create a green

agenda in the President's administration.
Vilsack asked Samman to undertake the. task through the US
Forestry Service.
Baust, a past president of the North American Association for
Environmental Education, was contacted by Samman to set the
agenda in motion.
While hopes are high that the new Job Corps program will
take root quickly, Baust said it is critical faculty and students
buy-in to the curriculum. absorb the training received and take
what they learn and apply it to daily life.
"The biggest problem we face is that we think that we do
could not possibly make a difference and this could not be farther from the truth," she said.
•
While the United States makes up roughly S percent of the
world's population, the U.S. consumes nearly 40 percent of the
world's natural resources.
"We can only save ourselves; waste with impunity will always
cause our problems," Baust said.
During the Great Depression, most families wasted little to no
resources and became self-sustaining units.
However, following World Warn, they competed with other
countries by setting forth· a precedent currently addressed due
to ·a stressful oil economy.
"It seems everything we touch deals with oil," said Baust. ·
Baust emphasized the importance of reducing, reusing and
recycling, citihg European initiatives that have already implemented greener jobs and regulations. He hopes the Job Corps
green initiative is the additive catalyst for the green movement.
Said Baust: ..We have to have the mindset that says, 'we can',
but only, if we make our mind up to do it.'"
Contact Marlowe at edward.mMlowe@murraystate.edtL

Nick R,eslde
Senior writer
The Staff Congress elections conclude at 4:15 p.m. today, having taken
place all week.
Eledion results will be posted at www.murraystate.edu/staffvote shortly
after voting ends.
Candidates are vying for five different positions. Laura Dziekonski, Elizabeth Fain and Marion Hale arc running under the Secretarial/Clerical classification. Margie Miller and Billy Russell are running under General Facilities Management. Amber Anderson, Terri Benton, Shanna Burgess and
Tamala Dandeneau are competing for Executive/ManagerialfProfessional
representative.
James Barnett, Sidney Carthell, Tressa Ross, Rebecca Wilder, Tim
Williams and Dwaine Willt;mghby arc running under no title classification.
Lisa Willis is running unopposed for representative for the Breathitt Veterinary Center.
Every position has a three-year term.
Gina Winchester. Staff Congress president, said these elections have more
candidates running than any in previous years.
1
"I'm very encouraged by the number of candidates that have put their
names up fur election,"
She _said this is the frrst year the voting has taken place online, via myGate.
"(The transition) has gone even smoother than I thought it would be," she
· said. ''I'm excited to see the results and to sec if there's an increase in participation in the election process."
She said the bylaws read that absentee voting would take place Monday

through Thursday, with the actual voting on Friday.
Staff Congress. along with the Student Government Association and Faculty Senate, is one of three governing bodies for the University.
"The staff supports the students from the non-academic side of the
house," Winchester said.
Winchester said some policies decided '?Y Staff Congress directly affect
students. For cx~e, the extended two-day Fall Break, proposed by SGA,
was supported by Staff Congress, along with Faculty Senate.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Campus, town
endure storms
I

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
storms ripped
S evere
through the area this week
reminding everyone on campus
spring is here. For those with aller·
gies, the storms were a blessing.
For the rest of campus, the
storms went from being interest-.
ing and somewhat inconvenient to
downright terrifying in less than
24 hours.
What started on Monday as a
few windy gusts and bits of rain
turned into a long night of
brownouts, blackouts, exploding
transformers and enough downed
trees to bring the entire town·to a
standstill.
Here on campus there was plenty of damage, not just in the Quad
and along the main walkways, but
in some of the buildings as well.
This led the University to make
the hard but extremely responsible decision to cancel classes on
the main campus the entire day
Tuesday.
Anyone who has braved the
many snowy days on campus in
frustration of having to go to
school in such extreme weather
should feel vindicated by the University's decision to cancel classes
Tuesday and allow for students,
faculty and staff to take a step back
to gauge the situation.
Some of the reasons behind the
closure are the obvious lack of
electricity and access on some
parts of campus. But we would
also like to think the University
had students' safety in mind when
they decided no classes would be
held.
Other commendable acts were
performed in and around campus
in the general clean-up of all the
debris produced by Monday's and

Tuesday's monstrosity.
And sure enough, just when we
thought nothing worse could happen, we were hit with two more
storms.
Neither were nearly as bad, but
after being shook up once it's hard
not to be affected again.
· All week various agencies were
on their game when dealing with
the storm.
Thanks should go out to WPSD
and Calloway County Emergency
Management Services. Both did
the campus community a great
service in the way they handled
the situation. And let's not forget
the University's text message notification system.
Being able to watch the coming
storms and prepare students for
the possibility of a very dangerous
situation was invaluable to everyone on campus and in the community.
Although there was no tornado
reported Monday night, the
weather was severe enough for the
tornado sirens to go off. They
never did.
Other than the lack of response
on Monday night, there is not
much more we can complain
about regarding the response of all
the organizations involved.
Whether it was the frrefighters
out to make sure the streets were
clear of rubbernecking pedestrians putting themselves in danger
or the utility workers who were
out on the job within minutes of
the storm's departure, all did well.
If anything can be said it's that
this has been one crazy week. We
all made it and we should all
appreciate the nu.'n and women
who work to make sure our lives
are comfortable and safe.
Thank you all for everything you
did to keep this campus and all its
affiliates living in a safe, reliable
and healthy community.

-.t do ,. tllilk ...
··

How did you celebrate
Easter?
"I didn't really celebrate that holiday
because I was busy with academics."
Maoqiang Dlao • Oalian. China

lunior

""I didn't do anything. So I guess you

can consider me one of the secular
students ·On campus."

Satn Pellock • Highland, Ill.
sophomore
"Usually me and my family go to church
and then go to my grandparent's house
for brunch."

Shelby Baer • Trenton. Ill.
sophomore

Kylie Townsend!The News
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Muslims are not enemies
Muslims
in Mur·
ray were
saddened
by
the
article
that has
b e e n

condemn wru. happened 10
years ago on Sept. 11. Undoubtedly, even Muslims were killed
on that tragic day.
Furthermore, many Muslim
scholars warn all Muslims
against committing acts of violence. The ~an teaches that
taking a single life without right
is like taking the lives of all of
humanity (the Children of
Adam). Honor killings have
nothing at all to do with Islam.
This is a cultural practice that
Shariah (Islamic law) forbids.
The Sbariah is a system that preserves religion, life, dignity, lineage and wealth. One good quote
I would Love people to read is
what Napoleon Bonaparte said
about Quran and Shariah: "I
hope that the time is not far off,
when I will be able to unite all
the wise and educated men from
all countries and establish a uniform regime based on the principles of the quran, which alone
are true and alone can lead men
to happiness..."
Allah, the Compassionate One,
the Merciful One, gave women
many rights 1,400 years ago that
were only given to women in the
past 150 years in the United
States (e.g., voting rights, property rights, etc). Muslims follow
the Prophet Muhammad's (may
God mention him among His
angels) perfect example in dealing with women.
Allah says in the Quran: "0
you who believe, you are forbidden to inherit women against
their will, and you should not
treat them with harshness" (AnNisa 4:19). The Quran teaches
Muslim men that they have to
live with women honorably. If
you dislike them, it may be that
you dislike a thing and Allah
brings through it a great deal of
good. Both Muslim men and
women have been commanded
to seek knowledge. We can see
this in the example of Aisha, the

writte~

by Kristi
Hiter.
Indeed,
American and

Majed Albarbl
graduate student
from Alqassim,
Saudi Arabia
n o n -

American Muslims have been friends
with Christians for a long time,
despite the slight differences
between the two faiths. Tolerance and co-existence is taught
in Islam. Muslims believe in
exchange of thoughts and ideas
for better understanding of one
another.
The Muslim community in Murray has wonderful communication with Christians. They have
visited churches and, likewise,
leaders of churches have attended the Murray Mosque. In addition, Christians have attended
Muslim holiday (Eid) cere·monies and Muslims have
attended Christian ceremonies.
No one can deny tke fact that
Muslims' are part of the American society (e.g., Muhammad
Ali, Dave Chappelle, Malco~ X,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, etc.).
Some non-American Muslims
who have come to Murray have
left their families and lives back
in their country to seek an education here this great country.
This is not a hard thing to do. All
they came here for was to study
and go back to their country. We
- the Muslims of Murray - have
no hidden agendas and the idea
of being aggressive is totally
false and simply conjecture.
Extremists exist in all faiths.
An overwhelming majority of
Muslims have and continue to

wife of the Prophet Muhammad
(may God mention him among
His angels), who was a great
scholar of Islam.
Moreover, the Quran teaches
Muslims and non-Muslims how
to live peaceful lives. The words
compassion, love and mercy are
mentioned more than 355 times
in the Quran.
Muslims do believe in Jesus
(peace be upon him) and love
him more than themselves and
they cannot be Muslims unless
they believe in him.
In conclusion, Islam is a religion· that promotes peace and
does not condone violence.
Islam and its companying law
. recognize Christians and give
them a protected status.
History has proven this. Islam
is not an anti-American religion
but rather a way of life which
shares with non-Muslim Americans the values of monotheism,
respect, honor, equality, hardwork and justice.
I know that I am very happy to
live in this community, experiencing this amaziltg possibility
of learning, discovering and
understanding our commonality
while respecting our differences.
Muslims are hard-working people just like non-Muslim Americans. Islam is nothing to be
scared about.
If the leaders of the United
States from the beginning stages
of this country up until 2001 did
not fear Islam, why should you?
"0 people of the Scripture (Jews
and Christians): Come to a word
that is just between us and you,
that we worship none but Allah
(the One God), and that we associate no partners with Him, and
that none of us shall take others
as lords besides Allah."
This is what Islam teaches worshiping the One God, the
God of Abraham, Moses and
Jesus.
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Not all students
are given options
I read
the article
, r e c e n t Iy
submitted
by Anthony Jones
on the gay
and lesbian
community
at Murray
Stephen Bergeron State, and
Senior from
his subseMurray
quent feelings associated with gays and lesbians
and their apparent lack of representation, protection and a total
lack of recognition as far as
graduation rates were concemed. I was floored.
Gays and lesbians currently
have the only ambassador in
Jody Cofer, who is very involved
in the day-to-day problems that
'gay and lesbian students
encounter here at Murray State.
One of the indelible moments
at Murray State was sitting
through a class in which Jody
was invited to speak on the drag
show, his career as a drag queen,
various opportunities and
events directed at diversity and
promoting understanding and
acceptance of gays and lesbians
at Murray State.
Jones' whole article was
designed to point out that the
University is neglecting the gay
and lesbian community, and
should go further in trying to
establish gay and lesbian students as distinct and set up more
of a support system?
Please allow me, as a non-gay,
minority student to retort.
1 am a Muslim. I am white. I
am not from this country.
I have had one professor compare Muslims to Nazis and teach
with malice and blind hatred.
So much so, in fact, that Murray State itself said in an Office
of Equal Opportunity report that
the man hated Islam, and what
was done? Nothing.
On Sept. U. a day that will forever cast a shadow over Muslims in America, this man stood
up and read a passage from the
Quran that was very clearly
taken out of context and to an
entire class condemned 1.5 billion Muslims for the actions of a
group of individuals who subverted a religion and caused it
irreparable harm.
I had another professor teach
a class and tell us all how Muslims learn to hate and practice it
like an art form.
This professor regaled us with
tales of the evil Muslim menace
and how. if I, as a Muslim, couldn't kill you I would teach my son
to hate you and plot your death.
If that didn't work, then my
grandchildren.
Can you even imagine if this
professor had made this statement and substituted gay or
black for Muslim?

SA
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We all know what happens at
this school if a professor makes a
comment that offends African:..
Americans. He is suspended.
We all know what happens if
you are a gay or lesbian at Murray State. You are provided an
ambassador, resources and an
area within the University to
hang out.
And what happens if you're a
Muslim at Murray State?
Well, if you are lucky enough
to have brown skin and an
accent you are, at best, tolerated
and, at worst, avoided.
You get to pray in a dirty,
cramped, one-bedroom apartment in student housing that is
supposed to be large enough to
service the 300-plus Muslims
that either attend Murray State
or are related to students at
Murray State.
You get to be harassed by
Racer Patrol for being annoying
and loud when you pray.
You get to take classes from
professors who the University
itself has found to be bigots, all
in the name of free speech in the
classroom.
My 14-year-old, white daughter who wears the hijab and
maintains a straight A-average
has been threatened and physically bullied at the Calloway
County High SChool.
Can you imagine the repercussions if she were being bullied
because of her skin pigmentation or sexual orientation?
Hating Muslims is acceptable
because we wrap the hate in the
American flag and call it patriotism.
It doesn't matter that the same
things being said about Muslims
today and propagated within the
halls of academia here at Murray
State have been said ·abOut
blacks, gays, Catholics, Irish,
· communists, women and Jews?
I'm not sure what's more
offensive, the absolute lack of
originality in spewing hatred
that is seemingly interchangeable with any group that is not
white, Christian and homogenous to the majority or the attitude that somehow a minority
needs help in actually gradualing college.
Attending university is not a
right. It is a privilege that must
be earned, even in today's
watered down admissions
process.
It is not the job of the University to single out, and lend more
aid, to one group for the sake of
political correctness.
I would say, if anything, gay
and lesbian students are overrepresented, based on the number of said students enrolled at
Murray State and that asking for
more help is intellectually lazy
and more than a little dishonest.
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luted than it is. No
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Wind Swept
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been an adrenaline freak, but not
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in the way most
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for
roller coasters (I
:W oaks feet
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changing
get motion sick~.. a laud.
Jfifiil•
its name for
John
Walker
ness) and never
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money.
about climbing
Ever& if it
Opinion Editor towering cliffs (I
. . . to- tile ...... ~
wu lroDic.
have a small fear of heights). My
DlcUM aJld every·
adrenaline rush comes from all the
tbiiJg •
for.
the new
events I can't control. When getting
WewlllneWifloqet ~editors at Tbe
on a roller coaster there is a choice.
bauntiDtl
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N.ews.• . The
first
n
edition
by ourEveryone knows what they are getsonlli""'
J.U.C
I.'UDr and .
ta
selves was a sreat
ting into.
die Soae- you s.ng to ~
time. The next year
That is why storms are the ultimate
us a1l ol AppaJtdiia'i ~
Will be a good one.
rush for me. Mother Nature is ~he
man, so to say. When the rain picks
up and the wind starts to howl, there
is nothing I like to do more than run
outside and let come what may.
This week was one of the craziest I
rest, but I'm speaking to the have ever experienced during my
vast majority of the people ... four years here in Murray. Freshman
We've got bigger problems to year there were some bad storms,
solve." Obama said in a news sophomore year was the infam9us
ice storm and junior year was the
conference.
(lD response to the article titled
Even Fox News acknowl- less heard of pollen storm.
"Fraternity faces hazing allegaedged the legitimacy of ObaThis year will be the year of epic
tions, suspension" by The Murstorms. And even with all the damma's citizenship.
ray State News on Apri122)
Obama's speech is no doubt age that comes with this kind of
in response to pompous wind- weather I can only be honest and say
This is a joke, right? Taking
bag Donald Trump's recent I love it.
down the flag at the end of the
remarks about Obama's citizenOn Monday night I was riding
day is considered hazing? I
home on my bicycle when the flrst
ship.
think the Murray State UniverIn an attempt to save face wave hit. I was less than three houssity officials need to be drug
after
his erroneous claims. es away from my destination. Nature
tested.
Trump said Wednesday to doesn't take petty details into
Clearly they are on someCNN, "1 have done a great ser- account, though. I was soon almost
thing that is clouding their
lifted off of my bike with a strong
vice to society.''
judgment. One of the best
I wasn't aware creating a gust of wind and decided running
things that fraternal life teaches
media circus sideshow quali- may be the best option from there.
you is structure and discipline.
Once on my front porch another
fied as philanthropy.
I could name so many things I
Never mind the fact Trump's gust of wind came through strong
learned from Greek life and
attacks are nothing more than a enough to destroy my blinds and
more specifically from Sigma
distraction from his severe send shattered wood flying at me
Chi.
underquali.fications as a presi- with little remorse. Through all of
Physical and emotional abuse
dential contender, real, serious this all I could do was laugh. What
absolutely, I understand that's
problems are affecting this · else could I do?
·
hazing and not a good idea in
. The storm was raging and my heart
country right now.
these times. But taking down a
We're in the middle of the was pounding. It's a good thing my
flag? Really? Heaven forbid we
Great Recession, the Middle roommates were there because I am
ask them to clean the house or
East is in turmoil and we're not entirely sure I would have stayed
take out the trash.
devastating the environment.
inside the entire time.
That might be grounds for
Unfortunately, as we've
Against my own instinct I went to
criminal charges! Murray State
already seen from the continu- stand on the porch and see, what the
will never be viewed as a true
ing media circus, the · 'birther' damage was.
mid-major or serious university
'
movement is not going to die
With a tree down across the road
when they come up with this
one house up the street and half of
here.
sort of backward, small town
Orly Taitz, the lunatic queen the town still in darkness, the three
thinking. Consider my financial
of the 'birther' movement, of us stood there surveying what the
support for MSU suspended
laughed off the legitimacy of storm had left in its wake. It's wasn't
until further notice.
the long-form certificate on much.
MSNBC Wednesday.
"When it's your time to go, it's
-Gabe Hobbs
But there are still people who your time to go" my grandmother
thenews.org
believe the lunar landing was used to say. And that is just one of
cooked up in a Hollywood stu- the many mottos I try to live by. Life
is an adventure and everyone has the
dio.
It's an argument based on right. to be reckless once in a while.
racism and xenophobia, not
As for me, I will go back to making
logic, so naturally you can't win smart decisions and playing it safe.
the argument with logic.
Or at least as safe as I can be in the
In an effort to flnally silence
I
understand
that
at
a
quality
life I live.
the so-called 'birther' critics.
academic
institution
like
MurHopefully another storm will come ·
'President Obama has shown his
ray
State,
few,
if
any,
reading
and
show the power and awe nature
long-form birth certificate, prottiis
believe
Obama
was
not
has
to
offer us all on these rare occaviding real, physical documenborn
in
the
U.S.,
regardless
of
sions.
Just remember to live for the
tation he was born in the U.S.
actions
their
political
affiliations.
you take, not the thoughts
and is consequently legally
Despite
that,
can
we
please
you
make.
qualified to hold that offlce.
drop this issue for good now?
"You are the sum total of your
"I know that there's going to
actions."
- Jean-Paul Sarte
be a segment of people for
-Nick
Reside
Contact
Walker at john. walker@
which no matter what we put
Senior
writer
murraystate.edu.
out, this issue will not be put to
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Local family to reopen green eatery
ished counties in the state, he said.
"The average. meal in America travels 1,500
miles from farm to plate," he said. "I don't think
you can start a new business in the 21st century like businesses used to exist. It's not an
option anymore. To ship a tomato 1,500 miles
when gas is $3.70 a gallon is not responsible."
The restaurant's green initiatives have
·g ained positive feedback from city officials.
Peyton Mastera, city planner I, said Murray
has always been supportive of environmentally
friendly business and will be continually committed and excited to further efforts.
A city forum on Topix.com d isplays comments on the new Boulders Smokehouse Deli
and Catering.
Several comments scorned the restaurant's
owners for poor building placement, citing low
foot and vehicle traffic at their location on the
south end of Chestnut Street near the city's
f1.1"st industrial park.
One·user wrote they doubted the success of
the restaurant because the owners had chosen
what they called 'one of the worst areas in Murray to build.'
But Bobby Luffman, Nathanial's father, chose
that exact location for a reason, be said.
"We're basically building the restaurant to
make a difference in Murray," he said.
Bobby said with so many factories in the
area, he hopes his restaurant will serve workers
while on their short lunch breaks.
"Nearly one-third . of Murray is employed
within a block of here," Nathanial said.
He hopes to use the people of that area and
the people of the community to gain daily customers, he said.
Nathanial said owning a business demands
managerial respect of the community.
.
"We couldn't do business without the community," be said. ''Those are the people that we
want to try and serve."
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.
edu.

Austin Ramsey
News Editor
A new, all-green restaurant is being built on
the south side of Murray to raised eyebrows
from locals.
•
But Nathania! Luffman, kitchen manager of
the new Boulder's Smokehouse Deli and Catering, says he and his family plan to start Mur· ·
ray's f1.1"st green movement while feeding local
artisans.
Nathanial can be seen at the building site
almost daily, carrying a bag with strange-colored forks and spoons falling out in the back of
his car.
The items are entirely compostable eating
utensils and containers, he said, all of which
will be used when the restaurant opens mid·
way through next month.
"The industry is changing, and I'm new to
the food industry, but there are a lot of really
. exciting new technologies coming out that are
making restaurants environmentally sustain·
able at a much more affordable price," Natha·
nial said.
The restaurant, which existed under the
same name eight years ago near 5-points, is
again the project of Nathania] and his parents.
The family has partnered with Dean Cherry,
son of William Cherry, after whom the William
"Bill" Cherry Exposition Center was named, to
complete the building process.
·
Nathania! said when the family again decided to try to manage an eatery in Murray, the
decision to make it an all-green establishment
was not a part of the plan.
"I went to school for history and woodwork·
ing, so all this food technology and environmental stuff is new to me," he said.
. But Nathania) said he thinks a business has
an obligation to its public to be'sustainable.
"Sustainability, as I would define it, is three
things: efficiency, environmental responsibility
and economics," he said.

Austin Ramsey/The New~

Nathania! Luffman and his parents are reopenlno Boulders Smokehouse Dell and Caterino to serve local factory
workers, while leavlno a smaller carbon footprint Here Nathania! sits with his niece Raec)an Settle.
Nathaniel is using those principles to structure his family's new business. he said.
Not only will all utensils be environmentally
sound, degrading entirely in 90 days or less, he
said, but all meats sold at the restaurant will be
from White Marble Farms in lllinois.
Sponsored by Sysco Foods, Inc., the farm
slaughters its animals humanely, according to
the company's website.

City considers
Dunkin' Donuts
Austin Ramsey
News Editor
A Dunkin' Donuts doughnut and coffee re tailer may be coming
to Murray soon, according to city officials.
Peyton Mastera, city planner 1, said the project bas gone before

Past the kitchen, Boulder's Smokehouse Cafe
and Deli will use a computer-operated dishwashing system, cutting down costs and saving
power and water.
The restaurant will also obtain all its fresh
produce from a local farm in Marshall County,
Nathania! said.
The restaurant will save money on fuel costs
and excess food will be donated to impover·

the Murray Planning Commission in advisory and compatibility
meetings.
Currently, plans show the international chain building a store
at the comer of North l2th and Sharpe streets.
Mastera said if constructed, the doughnut shop would be
accompanied with another restaurant such as a sandwich shop.
The store's placement puts it in a medium-density business district of Murray, mandating the plans go through the Board of Zoning Adjustments for compatibility, Mastera said.
Plans also showed three parallel parking spaces next to the
drive-thru widow that zoning officials said were unrealistic for
spatial reasons.
The plans showed the parking spaces there to meet with city
parking requirements, Mastera ~ ,
At the Planning Commission'S e681f!....., ~ting, zoning
officials recommended a parking v~ be issue~ and that the

space be used for greenery instead.
Although Mastera said he does expect the site to gain the proper city authority to build, he does anticipate some issues will be
addressed at next month's hearing.
"We have talked about ~ome of the concerns that neighbors on
Sharpe Street are going to have, and there are also going to be
some traffic impact concerns because of how congested that area
can get on 12th Street some times of the day."
Mastera said concerns like those are not atypical, however, and
they will be resolved before any commercial development is done
in that area.
Mastera said a public Planning Commission meeting will be
held on May 17 to address more details of the prospective site.
Said Mastera: "That's where we'll notify the adjoining property
owners and put a sign up on the property."
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@murraystate.edu.
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Not good at goodbyes

I

L

Time really does go
fast doesn't it? I know
that's cliche but it's
amazing how quickly my
time at Murray State has
come and gone without
me noticing. I don't want
to ramble, but this column is a special · one to '---.-G~d2--
me because it's my last as
the Sports Editor at this
Wad eU
wonderful paper. Next Assistant Sports
semester, my last before
Editor
graduation, I'll take a reduced role to enjoy
my last little bit of time here in Murray.
For those of you aren't familiar with
farewell columns. this is the time when I
reminisce on my time in this position and
you have no idea what I'm talking about.
This time last year I had no idea what the
future would hold for me. I had· just gotten
hired as the new Sports Editor with one of
my best friends Ricky Martin picking up the
helm as my assistant. I was so excited for the
year ahead because for the first time I bad
~ total creative control over where I wanted to
take this section. Add in the fact that Ricky
was similarly ambitious and the recipe for
the perfect storm was brewing. Ideas flowed
and laughs were had as we discussed all the
changes we would make. Some things (moving the column to the front page, the face-off,
etc.) went a little smoother than others (the
no-pants zone, the ball pit and the partition)
but all-in-all we were ready to take this thing
further than anyone had ever gone.
Then the bottom fell out. About two weeks
into Summer Break Ricky called to tell me he
had been offered the position of Assistant
Sports Editor at the Murray Ledger & Times.
At the time I was angry but the more I
thought about it I was happy for him. Looking back, it would have been selfish of me to
have asked him to stay. Ricky is the most gifted writer I have ever known and I don't say
that lightly. He was getting the chance "to
move to the majors and who was J to ask him
to put that off? I'm glad he got that opportunity and I know he made the right decision.
That being said, the thing I most regret is
that you didn't get to be part of some of the
places we wanted to go. Some of the best
ideas we had left that day with him. It just
didn't feel right going forward with them
without him here.
But when one door closes another opens,
and man did it open. When Ricky resigned
we had a spot to fill, and let me just say, I
have never been more torn in a hiring
process. Four of my good friends applied for
the job and when the dust settled Drew
Hursey and Sophie McDonald were vying for
the vacant position. Drew ended up with the
position but both have played an integral part
in the success of the sports section this year
and I can't thank them enough for the work
they've put in. So I guess I'll finish with some
acknowledgements.
Drew - You've been a big help to me this
year, man, and I can't thank you enough for
all the hard work and dedication you've
brought to this job. I can say that 1 was disappointed when Ricky left but that was short
lived a~ you've blown me away with how
good a job you've done. It has been my pleasure working with you and I thank God every
day that I've gotten to work with a doublebrother these past 12 months.
Sophie- You've been a great friend to me
in my time here and I'll never forget meeting
you on that train in Atlanta two years ago.
Look how far we've come. You're going to do
a great job and I have no reservations at all
turning over the reins to you. Keep your eyes
focused on Christ and go hard with every·
thing you have. You've been a huge inspiration to me in the way you've humbly served
others and I know you have great things in
store for you. It will be a huge honor to work
under you next semester.
R14Y - What can I say that hasn't already
been said. Though you weren't physically
here at the paper this year you've made more
of an impact than you could ever really
know. Though working with you would have
been a great experience. I'm proud of you
and happy you got a chance to do what you
love. I'm thankful to have had the opportunity to call you my friend and you've impacted
me in more ways than I could ever express.
That's the highest compliment I can give you.
To all of my· friends, thank you for being
with me during this iourney. Your encouragement, advice and support have meant
more to me than you could ever really know.
To my D·Group, I love all of you guys despite
the fact that I'm the butt of every joke.
Prescott, thanks for being my biggest fan. I
love you, man.
To my fellow classmates of '07, I'll see you
guys on the other side. I'll be a semester late
like always. Cody, Annie, Kaitlin and Katy,
it's been amazing getting to know each of you
over these past few years and it's been my
pleasure to call you my friends. Things are
about to get real and I wish you guys success
in everything you attempt. Stay humble and
focused and let God guide you in everything
you do. He's going to change the world
through your lives.
Oh, and Ricky I'm still waiting to build that
partition. We don't have much longer.
Contact Waddell at gregory. waddell@
murraystate.cdu.
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Jenna Bradley belts three homeruns in weekend wins

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
As the Racers swept Eastern Kentucky Friday in a doubleheader at Racer Field, senior center fielder Jenna Bradley dominated
her time at the plate with three home runs, including a grand
slam, leading th~ team to a 12-4 win in five innings and a 9·7
victory in the second game.
Bradley's eventful week continued with the OVC naming
her Player of the Week for the second time this season, making her the first player in the softball program's history to
repeat the earning of the title.
Additionally, Bradley is among the nation's leaders
in homers per game (14), RBis per game (28), runs per
game (13) and slugging percentage (22) as well as
being a finalist for national player of the week by the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association.
..Jenna is an incredible player," said Head Coach
Jay :Pyron. "She has taken her game to a new level
and she bas been really performing at a high level
all season. l'm not sure we'll really understand
all of what Jenn.a brings to the table until she's
graduated, but I know we are going to miss her
and for more than just her on-field production whi<:h has been outstanding."
Bradley is proving she is the best player
in the conference, Pyron said, as she now
leads the OVC in runs scored and is tied
for the top spot in home runs and RBis.
~enn.a bas always been a major part of
our success in our first two seasons but
like always, the bigger the games get,
the bigger she plays," he said. "She
just seems to rise to the occasion
and when your best players and
leaden 'CaD do that. you have-a
chance to win."
Contact McDonald at
smcdonaldJ@murraystate.

edu.

Softball

Tearn attacks Colonels, wins weekend series
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
With the help of senior center
fielder Jenna Bradley's two home
runs and grand slam against the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels (2224) Saturday and Sunday, the
Racers earned victory in the first
two games, 12-4, 9-7, before dropping the last game 9-8.
Bradley said the Racers fought
through the ups and downs of the
season.
"(Saturday) was really big for
us," she said. "We came out the
first game and we played our
game, we did what we needed to
do."

"We got big hits, we made
some plays on defense. but in that
second game we were down (in
runs), but we're a fighting team,
we knew we could do it when we
were down, we fought thiough
the entire season."
Head Coach Jay Pyron said one
word describes this team:
resilient.
"We've had some things that
just haven't gone right some of
the time and they could have easily given up long ago and kind of
mailed it in," he said. ..But they
have not done that. They've given
me everything l've asked."
In a sport where response is the
most important factor, Pyron said

be is pleased with the Racers
response.
"They've worked on bettering
themselves and bettering each
other and it's the most fun team
that I have coached," he said. "I
am proud to be a part of it. To see
how they have responded at
times of trial, I would say they
have to be called resilient."
As the team begins a threegame series against Tennessee
State (11-41) Saturday at Racer
Field, Pyron said the weather has
been a severe issue.
"I have no idea if the field will
be OK for this weekend," Pyron
said or the rain. "We'll do everything in our pow~r to get the field

ready. We need to play."
The team will play a doubleheader at 1 p.m. Saturday and will
cap off the weekend series with
Sunday's game beginning at 1 p.m.
"When the season winds down
and you have a chance to a<"hieve
big things, your desire as a competitor is to get on the field and
have a shot to get it done," Pyron
said. "We are in a good spot right
now and 1 feel lilte the team is
ready. They want to finish strong,
they are confident and give me
their best every day and I'm excit·
ed to get on the field with them.
We are not backing down now."
Contact
McDonald
at
smcdonald3@{llurraystate.edu
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Junior utility player Megan Glosser makes contact with the pitch.

Freshman Leslie BridQes prepares for the pitch It first base.
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Fishing in floods
An ark may be
more fitting to
navigate
the
area's waterways
than a fishing
vessel after the
April rains we
have
endured.
Local lakes and
rivers
are
Steve
expected
to
Miller
overflow their Outdoor columnist
banks as the
region is forecasted to encounter record
flooding.
At first, these conditions seem like a
gift to anglers - acres and acres of oncedry land seems to be a paradise to those
looking to wet a line. But, these conditions also leave many scratching their
heads because of one simple rule: more
water and the same amount of fish.
Locating your quarry becomes tougher
as they now have more places to hide flooded forests and even someone's
backyard barbecue, swing set or playground.
High and muddy water can put fear
into an angler's souL But with a few
changes in tactics, high water can be
viewed as a golden opportunity instead
of a disaster. When a lake rises dramatically, it inundates acres and acres of
cover that's absolutely brimming w ith
feeding poten tial for bass. Vegetation,
including grass and bushes, is covered
with water. Bait fish and bluegill pack
into the newly-flooded shallows to feast
on worms and insects, and bass are right
behind them.
Since newly-risen water is often
murky to downright muddy, fish the
flooded shallows with big, noisy lures
with which you can cover expanses of
water fairly quickly. A single Colorado
blade spinnerbait is one of the best shal·
low muddy water lures. The pulses it
emits can be felt and heard by the bass
and reduces the need for it to be seen.
The fish in shallow water will be active.
The shallow and muddy water warms
faster than deep and clear water. This
will attract baitfish and they will attract
pre-spawn fish looking to feed before
laying their eggs.
Active fish means crankbaits. spinnerbaits, rattle traps and jigs w ill be the best
lure choices. There will be no shortage
of cover on the flooded banks. E.xpet:t
fish to position themselves close to
wood, vegetation and brush where they
can ambush bait fish. Run your lures as
close as possible to logs or even better,
bump your lures into the cover and let
them deflect to provoke a strike. If using
subtler lures like plastics or jigs, you'll
often need to flip your lure right on the
fish's head to get bit. Target anything in
the water that will give the bass a hide·
out to ambush prey.
Of course, what goes up must come
down and water levels are no exception.
Eventually, the water will return to it.;
normalle\tel when the area downstream
of us can accommodate it. Again, this
will require a change in tactics, but the
release of water and falling levels can
make for some redhot fishing.
A hard drawdown of Jake levels will
have thc opposite effect on the fish as
high water. They will move out with the
falling water and set up along any current breaks. These often include main
lake points, ledges and areas with cover.
The water flowing out of the system will
carry with it all kinds of prey. The
predator fish will be in slack water
behind the current blocking structure,
feeding on w hat the river brings by.
Crankbalts and spinnerbaits moving in
the same direction as the current is best.
Once you fmd one fish, there should be
more. The flowing water concentrates
and stacks large groups of fish in the
same area.
Although not a typical spring, the
waters will recede and the land will dry
out, but anglers should be there with a
rod in hand, making the best of the situ·
ation.
Turkeys look to keep dry
For those hunters who are still looking
to fi ll their spring tags, keep in mind that
turkeys prefer to stay dry and will do all
they can to take shelter from heavy rain.
They will either stay in roost until the
skies clear or seek higher ground to feed
and strut. Any traveling done during or
after a heavy rain will occur on established game mills or short vegetation to
minimize the transmission of water from
the moist foliage to their feathers. Once
the rain stops and th e w oods begin to
dry out, the turkeys w ill head to fields to
bask in the sun and feed on the insects
and worms that have come to the surface.

Contact Miller at stcvcn.millcr@
murraystatc.edu

f jlo• photovRit:k Burres

Junior southpaw Bryan Babin delivers a pitch in a rain-soaked game against Southern Illinois on March 29. The 'Breds won the game 5-2.

'Breds trudge
on despite rain
WiD Cartwright
Staff writer

Junior infielder Travis Isaak throws to first base In a game against Jacksonville State.

Junior lefty luke Shuemaker comes home with a pitch against Jacksonville State on April 9 at Reagan Field.

Eyecare Spec1a t1es
308 S. 12th St., Murray
270·759·2500
• l.ascr vision .surgery consuliHt1ons
• Budget & designer cyewc3f
• ~1ost insurance atceptcd
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
fur your~ye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST

The 'Dreds were able to dodge the torrential rains that plagued Murray this past week
by traveling to Eastern Illinois University for
a three-tame series.
Murray State split two games with the Panthers after one game was canceled due to
rain.
The 'Breds won the first game 4-1 behind
the pitching effort of senior pitcher1 Jake
1
Donze who is now 6-2 on the year.
Donze gave up one run on four hit!' and
walked only two batters.
Offensively the 'Brcds were led by sophomore outfielder Paul Ritzheimer who went
3-for-3 with one run scored.
It was a combined effort for Murray State's
win. Redshirt freshman outfielder Brandon
Eggcnschwiler went 2-for-3 anJ redshirt
freshman Ty Stetson adJcd rwo lUHs.
"We played well in the first gttme,'' ~aid
He:•d Coach Rob McDonald. ''We got great
pitching by Jake Donze and hit the ball really
well. I was really pleased with the way we
came out to play."
In the second game of the Saturday doubleheader the 'Breds dropped a close game 5-3
after nn error in the third inning led to four
runs for the Panthers.
Junior pitcher Tyler Beers was given the
loss :1ftcr pitching only two and one-third
innings. Beers gave up four runs, two of
which were earned, and two hits.
The 'Breds had a combined lO hits. but
were able to score only thrct' runs.
"We have to do a better job of scoring
runs," McDonald said. "I would like to get 10
or 11 hits with 10 or U runs. Our guys are
swinging the bats well and I think we will
continue to swing the bats well."
Tunior catcher jacob Rhodes went 3-for-4
with two RBis and senior outfielder Elliot
Frey went 1-for-2 with a run scored. But
McDonald felt the lack of timely hitting and
defensive breakdowns were major factors in
the loss.
"In the second game we couldn't just quite
get it done," McDonald said. "We had a couple of plays >''e could have made, but we didn't and that cost us. Our guys competed really well, and just would have liked to get a
couple of hits there at the end."
The games on Tuesday against the University of Evansville and Wednesday against
Mid-Continent University were both canceled due to rain.
The 'Breds host Southeast Missouri at
noon Saturday at Johnny Reagan Field.

Contact Cartwright a william.cartwright@
, murraystate.edu.
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__yer of the Year
amoopt Division 1 competition. In 32 ~
this season. he finished below par 24 daiiJI!
and had eight top-10 finishes and two wins.
Carrico was also named to the
Pint Team, the fourth time in as many Yeart!
he was named to the all-league team.
He joins the ranks of some of the great play·
ers to tee it up for the Blue and Gold includiul
Bill Graham, Murray State's firSt OVC MVP in
1962 and 1963; Ron Acree, who followed In
1~. IDd Chris Pigott in 1971 Also claimhll
tbe award "tfere Chris Carlson in 1987, Adlm
Qrojla inlp%, Brandon Henson :in 20011114...
~lofft'COiiDb in 2010.
The recognition caps a .notewouby
for Carrico which saw him come (uJ1
after winniDa the OVC'a Fresbman oftbe
ln2008.
Carrico wam't the only tt.e1' to

All-ovi

ballota are ln. the votea have been caJt
MUI'I'aY State men's golf team hit
the OVC Player of the Year for the
year in a row.
•iiar Cameron Carrico earned the awaftl
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claim 2nd, 3rd in tournament
Staff Report

File

Senior Cameron Carrico was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year.

The year 2011
was a good one
for the Racers' golf
programs a~ both
teams managed to find
success in their conference tournaments.
The women's golf team
placed second and the men's
team placed third in the Ohio
· Valley Conference Champi·
onships Wednesday at the
Greystone Golf Club in Dickson. Tenn.
The women's team finished
40 strokes over par, following
Morehead State in the stand·
ings who ended with 26-overpar.
Freshman Delaney Howson
finished 11-over-par in the tour-

nament shooting 3-over-par in
the first round, 7-over-par in the
second and l·ovcr·par in the
final.
Junior Morgan Cross shot an
even 72, finishing the first round
even, the second round 5-overpar-and even in the final.
Finishing 4-over-par, the
. men's team trailed onlr UTMartin and winner
Jacksonville State
who finished 15under·par.
On a course where par is
72, senior Cameron Carrico shot
2-over-par, shooting 6-under·par
in the first- round and 2-overin
the finaL
Sophomore Patrick Newcomb
shot even and in the first round
he finished with l-over-par and
even in the final round.

Sophomore Patrick Newcomb played a
biQ role In the Racers OVC push.

·-----------------------·

Help Wanted

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Firat Christian Church In Murray
is seeking the
following positions

Children's Director
Congregation is looking for a
caring conscientious,
Christian adult to work
part-time in its program of
children's ministries
(pre-school to grade 5).

FREE APREriZER
WITH
ANY FQGD

PURCHASE

1 ' (Exdudin& the ~ Plaaei and Super Nachos)

I

~-----------------------

Man-Wed
To-lio Une
11a.m. - 11p.m.
Dine-In or carryaut: Thu- Sat:
i!7D-7&i!-00i!i!
1 1a.m. - Midnight

Youth Director
Congregation is looking for a
caring conscientious,
Christian adult to work
part-time in its program of youth
ministries (grades 6 to 12).

!lun

.

NDDn- 9 p.m.

Persons must pass a background
check prior to employment and be
eligible to drive the church van.
Please send resume and letter of
interest to:
First Christian Church,
111 N. 5th Street
Murray, KY
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Athletes look to give back
Former, present football pJayers look to leave lasting legacy
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Harry Mccan

Months after their season ended, members
of the Racer football team are making a bigger impact than even their winning season
could. Saturday, the first ever School's Out
Showdown will take place in Central Park,
with the proceeds going to Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Murray/Calloway County.
·
"They really just got started here, so they
really don't have a full facility," senior cornerback Darrell Davis said. "We understood
that they needed money, and they're a great
organization to support."
W ith 16 teams competing in the doubleelimination tournament, for an entry fee of
$25 a piece, the fundraiser stands to make at
least $400 and potentially more, the organizers said, with donations pouring in. But more
than that, the fundraiser will be supporting a
local charity just starting to spread its wings
in Murray.
"We're just trying to have a little fun," former linebacker Harry McCall said. ''People
can come out, watch the game, have food
and drinks and support the community."
The plan formed between the four players
one weekend as a springboard into a non·
profit organization they hope to form after
graduation.
"We want to open a nonpro fit organization later on, just to help kids that have been
less fortunate and we figured that doing the

Prince Nwagbara

Darrell Davis

Lamar Thomas

tournament could help us get to that goal
later on," former runningback Prince Nwagbara said. "This is our first step to get there."
The group also hopes that it would help
them to leave a legacy at Murray State
beyond the sport they've played.
"We're aU about to graduate, so we decided to put our heads together to think of
something that would carry on after us,"
Davis said.
Residential colleges. fraternities and students alike have been forming three-man
teams to compete in the tournament.
''That was probably the hardest part, get• ting the teams together on such short
notice.'' McCall said. "Just getting people the
information. the rules for the game, having
them turn in the $25 team fee and getting the
paperwork done. [t's coming along great.
though."
Murray has supported the endeavor, with
community members helping out in any way
that they can.
"A lot of people have been willing to he!p."
Davis said. "We have people making Tshirts, people making trophies. So many people are backing us."
Even though the slots for teams are nearly
full, community members have several ways
to help the fledgling effort.
"So far. everyone's been supportive,"
McCall said. "Everyone's seemed excited,
and hopefully we have a great turnout."
In fact, the response from the community

Photos ~ourtesy of Facebook.com

has been so strong that they raised their goal
to $500 or more, hoping that the concessions
and donations will help them meet their
goal.
"Our initial goal was $400, but now we're
hoping for $500,'' Nwagbara said. "We're trying to bring in concessions and we're taking
donations. There are other residents trying
to bring in donations for Big Brothers Big
Sisters."
Regardless of their personal aspirations,
the group feels that supporting the MurrayCallaway area is what this Saturday is all
about.
Said Davis: "The event is really for the
community at the end of the day."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@
murraystate.edu.

Track

'

Tearn confident heading
into OVC champio~hips
Andrea Ballmann
Staff writer
The women's track team passed its first of two final
rehearsals for the Ohio Valley Conference championship
with success and brought good results at last week's Polytan
Invitational meet in Bloomington, Ind.
The final rehearsal will take place in Clarksville. Tenn..
Saturday at the Showdown on the Cumberland.
At the Polytan Invitational, Murray State earned top-10 finishes in six events and saw nine personal-best marks broken.
Head Coach Jenny Severns said she was con tent with her
team's performances at the meet last Friday and Saturday.
"rm really excited." she said. "I think everybody is moving
in the right direction."
Overall, the Racers' team performance was praiseworthy,
competing against OVC teams like Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State, but senior }osha Rogers remained the only

one to win a medal. She earned second place in the high jump
by clearing a height of 1.67 meters, the same height as her
competitor from Indiana who finished first, but Rogers took
second due to the number of misses each athlete recorded.
Furthermore. Severns was especially delighted with some
more outstanding performances.
"(Junior) Christina Johnson did really. really well on the
400 (meter dash)," Severns said. "That was a big (personal
record) for her."
Johnso n finished her race with a personal-best time of
56.65 seconds.
"Also (junior) Kayla Crusham in the steeplechase (who)
ran like 20 seconds. (Her personal record) was really good,"
Severns said.
Crusham crossed the fmish line in eighth place with a time
of 11:24.40, 23 seconds faster than her previous season-best of
11:47.43. Severns was also content with both the two 5,000
meter runners, senior Kristin Reffett and senior Bridget
Stichnot.
"And the SK girls did really, really well. (because) they
both improved their (personal records) by about one minute,
which was really good.'' she 1'1rid.
Severns said she was not really surprised at her team
establishing so many personal records, because of how hard
they have practiced in the last weeks.

"I think we knew they were capable of doing (so good), it
was just we are really, really happy that they actually did,"
Severns said.
Talking about the upcoming OVC championship in Murray on Friday and May 7, Severns said she hopes for further
improvements among the athletes.
"I think they're kind of coming around at the perfect time,"
she said.
The Racers return to action at the Showdown on the Cumbedand Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn.
By competing with OVC teams such as Tennessee Tech
University, the Racers want to provide a satisfying fmal
rehearsal and further preparation for the championship next
week on the one hand. On the other hand, the meet has the
purpose of getting the athletes in the r ight mood without
p ressuring them.
"It's just a little tune-up," Severs said. •·tt•s to get a last lit·
tle workout in front of the OVCs. There is no pressure or
anything in this meet."
According to Severns, most of Murray State's athletes will
run off-events. events that they are not used to running, for
the purpose of buoylng-uJ""theil'.freshnes.
•
"Most of the hard work is done," she said. "It's just about
getting them fresh for the conference meet."
Contact Ballmann at aballmann@murraystate.edu.
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Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

..

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Fri .. April 29. 20 11 9 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Dona tion Requested Per Lumlnaria
Liglu a luminaria in MEMOR\' of a lmcd one ur friend who has lost his or her battle with can'--cr or tt~
HOSOR a lm cd one or friend" hoi~ a sun iHlr. Mcmoriul luminaria.o; are a h) mbol of HOPE for future
l, mccr patient's. Sun hur:-.' luminaria~ an.· a s)mbQ) of HOPE for their toda) and man)' tomorTO\\S. F..ach
luminariu \'l·illl1e persunalite<.l '' ith the nam~ of the pcr'ion being rerll4!mbcre<.l ur honored. rhe luminaria
''iII line IlK· trJck and he lit for the Luminaria ( 'crcmony at 9;00 p.m. on April 29. Please join our event!
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In Memory of

Please use one form per person.
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0
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0
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Name - - -- -........- - --.....- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -

Alldrc'' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cit)!Stmc!Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
l'lcuo;c mail I .uminuria Order rormand dunation to

Relay For Life. 100 N.

s•h Street, Murray. KY 4207 1

VS.

<•r n:lllm m the sponsor ~low. N.lr more lumtnaria information, contocl C'an)J Sims (2711) 75~ · 2971

TENNESSEE STATE

APRIL 30- 1 P.M. [DOUBLE-HEADER]
CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt, you must preregister by April 1. Call Melissa at 270-227-3308.
You can sign in for the survivor lap at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on April 29.

Luminaria sponsored by:

COMEOUTANDSUPPORTOUR
STRIKEOUT CANCER FUNDRAISER.
STRIKEOUT CANCER FUNQRAISEB SeoNSOREQ B Y GATTI'S PIZZA
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\lurr•y, K'
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Roulston poses with the certificate she received at the Faculty Spring Banquet Inset Aphoto from 1965's yearbook
shows a younqer Roulston when she beqan her teachlnq career at Murray State•

A'Gone With the Wind' poster hanqs in Roulston's office above a book shelf filled with ltems from her
many travels. Roulston teaches film, literature and English at Murray State.

.Teacher celebrates 45 years at Murray.State
s::::;
I VEl EARNEDT0
Jamie Booth
5
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tive, that is twice the time many of her current students have
been alive.
Roulston is the only professor currently at Murray State to
have been here more than 40 years and the only professor to
have worked more than 43 years since 1957, said Donna Miller;
administrative secretury of academic affairs and graduate
studies.
On April 21, Roulston was recognized at the Faculty Spring
Banquet in the Curris Center's Large Ballroom. The Banquet
was created nine ye;~rs ago as a way to celebrate and recognize
faculty, especially those who have hit 10. 20, 30 years and
above milestones in teaching, Miller said.
Roulston is well-known and liked by Murray State faculty,
Miller said. The banquet was even themed in her honor by celebrating the 1960s, the decade Roulston began to teach.
"We just thought she was definitely worthy," she !'aid. "We
were just excited when her 43rd year came."
Roulston came to Murray State with her husband, retired
English professor Charles Roulston, in 1964. Her husband was
looking for a job and Murray State could offer her a part-time
job along with hiring her husband full-time. Roulston said this
was a great advantage and one of the main reasons she relocated from Maryland to Murray.
However, Roulston, who has always been a cat person, said
her cat at the time also played a big role in the decision.
"At the faculty housing we couldn't have pets," she said.
"We had a cat at the time and, of course. we couldn't lose her.
So we decided to go off and think about it for a while. Well
soon we got a call from (a man) who asked if we would like to
buy a house for $13,000. We thought, well we'll be here for a
couple of years and we get all the furniture. So we borrowed
the $400 for the housing deposit. (The cat) came here and had
a full, happy life and we've had a cat ever since."
Roulston said students would barely recognize the community of Murray if they saw the Murray State of 45 years ago.
"When we first came here in 1964 there was only Channel6,
not even basic cable.'' she said. "There was no WKMS and no
PBS. We lived in darkness. (The University has) gotten bigger
and there are more buildings. The student body has gotten
more diverse (and) more cosmopolitan. It was only Murray
State College when we came here. Another change is the dis-

•

students can learn a lot from movies and there is something in
the study of film for everyone.
"Movies are part of our culture and have been for a long
time and they are an art form." she said. "So many different
disciplines are involved: history, fashion, music, art and acting.
My Film and Uterature class is important because I think it
helps students appreciate the book when they can see the
movie and how it's done in different ways."
Film is not her only interest, however. Roulston said she
also enjoys· opera, ~heater and traveling. In fact. she has been
to a majority of European countries and aU but sbc states.
She sai? she tries to ~ncorpora~e all of her exp_e~iences and
mtcrests mto her te;~chmg, especaally her hurnamtles classes.
try to bring my own background into my classroom," she
said. "I love traveling and I encourage my students to travel. If
we're talking about Florence in one of my
I
talk about what I saw In·Fiorence. I try to brtng them mto the
modern world. I try to make them see that it's contemporary
and try to bring it to life. It's their world and the ancient writers have a lot to say."
While she has lived much of her Life teaching students, she
' has spent a lot of time learning from them as well, she said.
"I've le..rned about different cultures and different points of
view," she said. "I'm supposedly supposed to know more than
they do, but sometimes they teach me things."
Teaching has been a rewarding experience, Roulston said.
Being a teacher for 45 years means many of her students are
now middle-aged adults but they still appreciate her class and
what she taught them, she said
"The most rewarding thing is good students who respond
and do their work," she said. "What's really gratifying is wherever 1 go I run into former students who come up to me and
tell me how much they loved my class. It is sort of gratifying
that they come up and tell me this, you know, they don't need
to."
Even after teaching for more than half of her life she said she
is still not ready to turn in the grade books and lecture notes.
"It's hard to say (how long I'll continue teacliing)," she said.
"My health is good, my energy level is good and students keep
signing up for classes."
Provost Bonnie Higginson described Roulston and her
admiration from faculty and students at the Faculty Banquet
last Thursday.
"(Helen Roulston is) a faculty member who has dedicated
her life to teaching," Higginson said. "She is loved by her students, admired by her peers and her passion for teaching is
evident in all she does."
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystatc.edu.

Itaught before there were even
computers and Ive learned
toadapt .
•
e""em . ,
to the COmputer and ln"egra"
IL
L UI
and the Web into my teaching''
•
1

- Helen Roulston

MlmJy State faty

.....-silce1964
tribution of offices. I was in Wilson Hall and the departments
were spread all over campus. I've learned to use the Internet.
I taught before there even were computers and I've learned to
adapt to the computer and integrate them and the Web into
my teaching."
Roulston has been in the English department since her first
year here and during her 45 years has been a major leader in
the development of the film program. She was instrumental in
Murray State's adoption of the film minor and has taught the
Film and Literature cl;~ss since 1978.
Roulston's love of movies began when she was a child,
growing up in College Park, Md. While her town did not have
a movie theater, h~r parents would take her to the closest city
to catch the best movies. Her passion for cinema did not end
with her marriage, she said. In fact, it probably got stronger.
"My husband. who is older than me, would skip class and go
sec movies," she said. "He was like a walking encyclopedia of
movies. We married in 1961 and this was the golden age of foreign movies. We would go to Washington D.C., to watch them.
We did research in the Library of Congress and went to see
movies. We still watch a lot of movies."
But why bring her passion to the classroom? Roulston said
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·Music experts share stories, tips on industry
Staff Report
The first ever National Association of Talent Directors "College of Knowledge" discussion panel was held in Lovett Audij
torium Wednesday.
NATD aimed to educate and inspire students interested in
the music industry through this panel. The 15 panelists came
from various music backgrounds and represented several areas
of the industry including performance, management, public
relations and promotion. Each speaker discussed how they got
started and what their job titles entail.
Regardless of the humid and dreary evening weather, many
students still showed interest in the panel.
"I've always wanted to look into music business," said Brandon Orr, sophomore from Murray. "This was an opportunity
for me to do so."
The first panel . included recording artist Josh Gracin. his
manager, Ken Madson and Public Relations representative,
Ebie McFarland. After the first panel ended, Gracln performed
one of his songs "I Wanna Make You Cry."
Three more panels of about 20 minutes followed Gracin's
performance.
Up and coming recording artist Jeremy McComb also performed after his panel. He sang his cover of Old Crow Medicine Show's single "Wagon Wheel" and an original song that
will be released on his sophomore album.
Also recognized that evening was the NATD scholarship
winner, Hannah Rodgers, junior from Nortonville, Ky.
Concluding the night Jim Carter, vice president for institutional advancement, expressed the importance of networking
and developing relationships within the industry.
The second annual"College of Knowledge" will be held next
year with different music industry experts.

Kylie Town5t'nd!The News

country recordinQ artist Josh Graclnanswers questions about makJno It in the musk Industry at Wednesday'spanel discussion In Lovett Auditorium.

Slavery, or human trafficking, is still a
ed in March, found out about the issue and
major problem around the world with sexMake Way Partners last summer. They decided they needed to do something to raise
slavery ranking as one of the most common
and brutal kinds. Make Way at Murray State
awareness at Murray State and said they want
exists to educate students on this issue and
to provide students with an opportunity to do
find ways to help those affected.
something about the issue.
"We are focused on raising awareness and
Make Way at Murray State works with an
Alabama-based nonprofit organization called
impacting the lives of human trafficking vicMake Way Partners, said Mark Davis, presitims," Davis said. "We want to enable student of Make Way at Murray State and junior
dents to make an impact by producing
from Jacksonville, Fla.
fundraisers where they can get involved."
The group will donate its raised funds
According to the Make Way website, the
organization builds orphanages for young
directly to Make Way Partners, Davis said.
' boys and girls in war-torn Sudan to prevent
The group's website states 91 percent of the
children from becoming victims of human
donations received go to their work in the
Sudan and Romania.
trafficking in a country with the highest rate
of human trafficking per capita. They also
Make Way Partners is a Christian organization that does ministry work along with charwork in Romania, the largest growing human
trafficking t~ade in Europe.
ity. However, Make Way at Murray State does ·
"(Make Way Partners) started out by rescunot have a religious affiliation, Davis said.
"(Make Way Partners) is not partial to anying girls from sex-slavery," Davis said. "But 65
Jamie Booth
to 80 percent of girls rescued go back to it for
one," he said. "They serve Arabs, Christians
Staff writer
(and) Muslims. They are just motivated by
several reasons, so they decided ·to set up
orphanages to give the children shelter, jobs,
the gospel, but we don't want anyone to think
Some people think slavery only exists in
that they're giving to a church. Everyone is
food and water. Their message is about prohistory bookS, but unfortunately this is not
tection, not.rescue."
~-----'"·-·~ welcome. We're...here to..,send .,belp. ,oot .Cot..
the case.
Davis said the group, which officially startbelief systems."

Organization
raises profile
of human
trafficking

Monday the group, in cooperation with the
Women's Center. showed the film "Call +
Response," a documentary about human trafficking across the world, Davis said. He estimated around 80 people attended, which he
said he felt was a great success.
Davis said the group has gained support so
far, with 57 students coming to the first meeting, and be hopes to gain with its last meeting
and subsequent semesters.
..The biggest thing we're trying to do now
is (get) established at Murray State," he said.
"My expectations have already been blown.''
Plans for next semester are already underway and involve a lot of work with the community, Davis said,like starting penny wars in
the high schools.
"We really want to get connected with the
community," he said. "The more networking
we can do, the better. We want to get in the
high schools and pass the torch down so
hopefully it will stay strong on campus."
Make Way at Murray State's next meeting
is 8 p.m. Monday in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center. They will be selling T -shirts.
COlltact
Bootb.
•t
jamie.booth@
murraystate.edu.
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Music Recommendations

Channel Surfing

Sinking ships

There is nothiiNJ better tllan spendint arainy day with awarm bevei1(Je and aQOOd album.
Check out these perfect raiRy day albums the next time the rain falls.
'

"Lost and Gone Forever"
· Guster, 1999
An oldie but goodie, Guster's "Lost and Gone Forever" bas enotiCJh mel·
low songs to relax you duriRCJ alightning storm and enough upbeat tracks
to drown out the sound of thunder.
The third studio album from the Boston-based band is melaJclloly with·
out being depressing- the perfect type of albin for curlilfJ up Iader a11111ket and doing nothing. After all, there is absolutely no reason to vellure
into the rain.
• The 10-track album ends with asong called "Rainy Day" but that isn't
the only reason it'sa9f'Nt rainy day pick. The album has no bad track. aad
solid instrumentation plus dever lyrics 111ke it atreat on any day.

"Zl"
Adele, 2011
When the thunder is loud and you are all alone in your bedroom, wtly not
belt it out? Adele's "Zl" has enough soulful material to keep you singing
through the night.
(You might, however, want to stop if you hear the tornado siren. As afun
game you can try to sing the lyrics to "Rolling in the Deep" to the tone of
the siren but only if you're safely tucked in astorm-ready location.)
This English singer-songwriter knows athing or two about rain. Her debut
album, "19," featured a song called "Right as Rain." For "Zl" she breaks
out "Set Fire to the Rain." It may sound like. an impossible task, but if any·
one could do it would be her.

.

"In Between Dreams"
Jack Johnson, ZOOS
When the rain is just asprinkle and not a downpour it's fu1 to wander
aroud barefoot and jump in the puddles formed around caaapus.
Jack Johnson, however, would argue that there's 110 need to go outside.
That's wbat he sings on "Banana Pancakes" from his 2005 album "In
Between Dreams." After all, it's just raining and in Murray tut happens all
the time.
tf you take his advice and stay inside you should probably 90 ahead and
make the banana pancakes, too. I'm just saying it sounds delicious.
"In Between Dreams" has the perfect feel to make you feel like you're
in sunny California and not rainy Murray, so hold onto that feeling.

~

Romantic, mushy·
gushy moments just
don't excite me.
Because of that I
tend to avoid love stories, romance noveb
and love song compi·
lation albums I see
advertised at 3 a.m.
I can't avoid TV,
Charlotte and TV shows always
Kyle
seem to feature the
Features Editor necessary relationabip
subplots.
Procedural hospital series? There are
doctors playing doctor. Cop drama? The
police force is using their handcuffs for
something. Wacky sitcom about a group
of friends? I wonder bow many of them
are "friends with benefits."
Lame puns aside, my lack of interest in
the sappy moments is a direct contrast to
my interest in shipping.
Shipping, in fandom terms, is the act
of wanting two (or more) characters to
be together in some sort of sense, romantic or otherwise.
These ships, which are often given
awful portmanteau names like "Naley"
for Nathan and Haley ("One Tree Hill")
or "Huddy" for House and Cuddy
("House"), are not necessarily the focus
of the show.
Fans, however, sometimes treat them
as if they're the only thing that matters.
"'Duffy the Vampire Slayer" fans bad a
decision to make long before Team
Edward and Team Jacob came around.
On one side of the court we had
Duffy/Angel .fans, a team composed
mostly of fans who had been around
from the beginning and watched as their
rcHationsbip went from good to evil.
Playing the other side were
Duffy/ Spike ("Spuffy," ugh) fans, fans
that seemed to dig the vampire/ slayer
relationship but prefened a pesky behavior-controlling brain implant to a IYPIYcursed soul (Brain implants are more
dangerous and sexy, of course.)
I personally never cared for either
ship. Duffy was at her best when she wu
kicking butt. I was, however, a hardcore
WUlow/ Oz shipper so I was at least a lit·
tie sad when she became a lesbian.
"Community," a show known for
acknowledging its fanbase, lovingly ref·
erenced the talents of the Ielf/Annie ship
during last week's episode.
The episode included a montage of
loving glaDc:es between Jeff and Annie
set to Sara Bareilles' "Gravity."
These were not particularly sexy clips, '
as they included Jeff giving Annie the
Heimlich maneuver and stopping her
from stepping in poop.
The montage was similar to a fan video
posted on YouTube and set to the s~e
song. It had gained popularity with the
cast and creator during season one. •
While the fan video's creator loved the
shout out, many other J/ A fans felt like it
was mocking them and their favorite ship
as well as the concept of fan videos.
They were also upset things didn't go
how they wanted, as Jeff implied those
loving glances were just in Annie's head.
Shipping is fun, and I'll proudly sail my
noncanonical ship's flag in the wind
(Annie/ Abed, random yet adorable), but
I don't watch the show for the ships.
I watch TV shows for the story arcs
and the quality of the shows. When it
comes down to it J watch because I love
the characters, not who the characters
are booing.

ContAct Kyle
murraystate.edu.
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Create and salve YIUr
Sudoku PUZZles lor FREE.
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Trevtn Holder (above), lead guitarist/vocalist of The Jackson Purchase and
alum from Hopkinsville, Ky., performs Friday night In Lovett Auditorium.
After Holder's guitar string broke headliner Ben Nichols (left) let Holder use
his guitar.
(Below) Local folk rock band The Jackson Purchase perform In Lovett
Auditorium. The band opened for Ben Nichols (of Lucero).

I

)

.

Premier Mini Storage
Summer Storage Units Available NOW!

753-9600

Students, why drag all your stuff home and back again?
Store your stuff!

Indoor
Climate
Control
Now taking reservations at www.emave.cam
-Rates from $18 Monthly
-Controlled Access
-Video Surveillance
-No Deposit Required
-Online Payments

-Air Conditioned Units
-On-Site Manager
-Pest Control
-Open 7 Days a Week

MONDAY IGHTS ARE COLLEGE NIGHTS!
25% OFF ALL FOOD w/ STUDENT JD
JOIN us FOR TRIVIA AT 7:30!

••••••••••••••••••
HAPPY HoUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6
SATURDAy 11-6

-We Rent U-Hauls
-We Sell Boxes
-Behind TSC
-Across from Big Apple

.

RESERVE NOW! SPACE AVAILABLE!
~ ············t:tiil \liis· coupon············~
PREMIER MINI STORAGE
:
For a
:.
.
644 N 12th St.
:
FREE PADLOCK
..:
Manage yo·ur account online!
When you move in!
www.gremlermlnlstorage.com
Offer ends May 31 2011
...•.........•..........•............••..•.......
.
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JE:\:\IFER F<>X .\ND THE PILL()\V Ft<;HTERS
Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIG APPLEMURRAY .COM
-fl..llove Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
~
Follow us on Face book and Twitter.
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way for those new to Murray
The University community - students, faculty and
or those interested in trying
staff - brings much life to the
new things to get ideas.
city of Murray.
Looking for a slice of
It is only
pizza? Visit Matt B's Main
fitting that
Street Pizza, winner of Best
Pizza for five years.
those in the
Unable to find a quiet spot
community
who
are
• on campus for a quick
involved
snooze? Stroll over to the
ever quiet Pogue Library,
and spend
voted as the Best Place to
m u c h
Nap on Campus.
money in
The Superfecta is a great
the town
should get
way to give notice to the
to praise Elizabeth
small treasures of Murray the mom-and-pop restaut h e i r
Johnson
rants,
the Murray State team
places of Editor-in-Chief
choice.
given little credit for its
This is
achievements and that parking lot that always has an
why The Murray State News
produces the Superfecta.
empty space.
In its fifth year of publicaThe Superfecta is a list of
tion, the Superfecta contains
what makes Murray and the
surprising upsets, first-time
University so prized by their
inhabitants.
winners and repeats who
have won all five years.
So, thanks for voting. Here
The Superfecta is a fun
are the results.

Ion the cover: graphic by Chris Phillips/The News

3- Best: place to study, place to hang out between classes, place
to people watch, place to nap on campus
4- Best: place to live on campus, residential college, college head,
place to hook up
5- Best: tradition, on-campus event
6- Best: place to curl up with abook, work on campus, public
bathroom
1- Best: place to have afirst kiss, place to find aparking spot,
bookstore
8- Best: game of the year, rivalry, place to •Yatch the game; Most
underrated Murray State athletic team
9- Best: Place to live off campus, cup of coffee, place to get your
hair cut
10· Best: delivery, place for a movie, place to get atattoo, taxi
service
11- Best: place to take adate. sushi
1Z· Best: outdoor activity/venue, local band/music group
13- Best: bartenders, jukebox, place for live music
15· Best: burger, Chinese, Mexican, pizza
16- Best place for aguy's ni9ht out. place to celebrate your Zlst,
beer selection
•
17- Best: openmic/karaoke venue, place for agirl's night out
18· Best: service, late night munchies, food to cure ahangover
19· Best: place to findabargain, gift boutique, bridal registry

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
FULL BAR

HAPPY HouR 3-6 P.M.
EXPANDED DECK • CORNHOLE

••••••••••••••••••

LUNCH SPECIALS • NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
10% OFF WITH RACERCARD

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
1\'.lUl"ll\ Ill JllU~I '1.
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BEST PLACE TO STUDY
Waterfield Library
A major part of a student's life is
studying. Everybody knows, best conditions and circumstances are the key
for successful learning and studying.
At Murray State, these best conditions are met in every department,
with Waterfield Library, the often
called heart of the UniversitY, leading
the way.
In the . center of the campus,
Waterfield offers everything a hardworking student needs, and can
therefore be considered the best
place for studying.
The library is open on Sunday until
Thursday until 12.30 a.m. There are a
lot of friendly librarians behind the
information desk who gladly help in
finding books and other media at
Murray State or at other colleges
through interlibrary loan.
In Waterfield Library, every student
can find his or her personal best place
to study or write a paper. Writing
tables are in quiet areas in the upper
floor, where periodicals are, as well as
downstairs in-between thousands of
books. But students who do not like
absolute silence do not have to fall
into despair. They can sit down in the
rear of the ground floor, where again
many desks are available.

File photo/Elizabeth Johnson

Waterfield has several laptops
ready to lend. Furthermore, there are
a lot of computers provided in the
computer lab of the ground 1floor,
which students can use.
Waterfield is more than just a
library, but also place to meet friends
and chat for a while. In the integrated
cafeteria, students can buy everything
from coffee, soda to candies and
warm dishes. It has some kind of 'coffee shop style', having some coaches
and bar tables in the back.
-Andrea Ballmann

·aEST PLACE TO HANG
OUT BETWEEN CLASSES
Curris Center, Waterfield Library
The Curris Center and Waterfield
Library may serve different purposes,
but students voted that both places
arc great for hanging out between
classes.
The Curris Center. is a great place
to grab a bjte to eat with the T-Room,
Dunker's Deli and Thoroughbrewed
Cafe all located on the second floor.
The student center is also home to
the University Bookstore, post office,
a TV lounge and an art gallery.
Information tables are also set up
throughout the semester on the second floor. Poster sales, health fairs
and blood drives take place at various
times throughout the year in the
Curris Center as well.
Waterfield Library serves less as a
hub of social interaction and more as
a place of studying and productivity.
While students can stop in for a cup
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of coffee or sandwich at StarBooks,
there are also desktop and laptop
computers for student use. There are
plenty of tables and couches for
studying or catching a snooze
between classes.
Bridget Stichnot, senior from
Lexington, Ky.. is a math major and
said she and her classmates often
head to the library between classes
for a bit of studying.
"Waterfield
has
everything,"
Stichnot said. "Tables, computers,
snacks and coffee. It's close to our
classes and everyone feels comfortable there."
Also located in Waterfield are Copy
Express and the Racer Writing Center
so students can make copies for class
or get some assistance on term
papers.

BEST PLACE TO PEOPLE
WATCH Curris Center
Located in the Curris Center are
several student-friendly attractions
securing a steady influx of students
throughout the day, making the
Curris Center the best place on campus to people watch.
"It is such a good place to people
watch because so many people go in
and out from the book store and the
T-Room, and the newcomers that
come to through the recruitment
office," Wendy Anderson, freshman
from Paducah, said.
Different student organizations
and groups host events at the Curris
Center because of its convenience, a
·
bonus for people watchers.
"You see a lot of people just sitting
around watching other people," she
said. "Whether they're working on
something or not, they're people
watching."
The best time to people watch,
Anderson said, is on rainy days,

because it is a haven located in the
central of campus.
Whether in the Curris Center for a
cup of coffee, lunch or a campus
event, people watching in the Curris
Center can be comical, Anderson
said.
She said the Curris Center's purpose makes it a great place to people
watch.
"The Curris Center is the backbone of the University," she said. "It's
where everyone goes when they
need anything. So, whether people
admit it or not, everyone people
watches in the Curris Center."
Some consider people watching
creepy. Some consider it an exciting
passed time. Whichever category
you fall into, the students of Murray
State have spoken and deemed the
Curris Center the best place on campus to do so.
-Haley Russell

BEST PLACE TO TAKE A NAP
Pogue Library
Tucked in the Quad and under cascades of ivy. Pogue Library has been
voted the best place to nap on campus for the second year in a row.
Shelby Blalock a sophomore from
Murray and a Student Ambassador
said she informs students on her
tours of Pogue Library's unique
silence that can lull students to sleep
when a nap is needed.
"What I do say on my tours ... I
always tell them about the quiet
zones in Waterfield but Pogue a great
place and it's extremely quiet," she
said.
The silence in the historic library is
not the only aspect that makes it
desirable to nap, Blalock said.

..

"It's the best place to sleep because
there are really comfy couches," she
said. "It's gorgeous from the inside
and extremely, extremely quiet.''
Most students visit Waterfield
when choosing a library, but Pogue is
the best for relaxation, Blalock said.
"I've heard a lot of people say when
they're searching for a place to nap,
they go to , Pogue ·because in
Waterfield there are so many people
and Pogue is the kind of place to
relax and have time for yourself
without talking,"
The only downside to sleeping in
Pogue is that it closes early, she said.
As well as inside its ivy, students
often enjoy the steps of Pogue to play
the guitar 'or to eat some lunch.
-Haley Russell

Thank you for voting
RESIDENT ADVISOR
Best Job on Campu~!
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BEST PLACE TO ·LIVE ON CAMPUS,
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE Elizabeth college
Elizabeth Residential College, one of nine
residential colleges at Murray State, has been
voted the best place to live on campus.
Referre d to as "Lizo" by students, Elizabeth
Residential College was the first dormitory to
have a yearbook, monthly magazine, weekly
newsletter, alma mater, tight song, college pin
and theater group.
According to the Lizo website, the closeknit familial atmosphere is the reason they
received the title of best place to live on c~
pus.
"Our Residential College is not only a place
to live but a family," the website states. "We
may be a bit rough around the edges, but what
keeps the spirit of Lizo shining brighter than
any other residential college is the people.''
Freshman Erica Jarvis, Owensboro, Ky., said
she loves the atmosphere in the building.
"I love living there," she said. ·~ of our
RAs work really hard to put on fun programs

for us and it's a community."
Cookouts, lobby parties and intramural
sports teams are offered to residents and
Jarvis said those activities are where relationships are made.
"For Christmas and Thanksgiving we have
parties in the lobby," she said. "It's a really
good chance for everyone who lives in Lizo to
get together and kind of get to know each
other."
Additionally, the location of Lizo is perfect,
Jarvis said.
"It's a great location because it's close to
where J work, Winslow, and it's close to classes across the bridge,'' she said.
The community-encouraged environment
and extra-curricular activities offered are why
Elizabeth Residential College was voted the
best residential college and best place to live
on campus. ·
-Sophie McDonald

Kylie Townsend/The New:>

BEST COLLEGE HEAD

BEST PLACE TO HOOK UP

Crystal Coleman

Elizabeth College

Crystal Coleman holds many titles on
Murray State's campus. She is a professor, an adviser and a college head. But,
' more than that, Coleman is also a friend
to many.
Coleman has been an employee at
Murray State for 16 years and has been a
college head for the past four.
"My job as a college head is to oversee
the residential college council, to work
collaboratively with the resident director with events and programming and
helping to make sure there is a safe environment," Coleman said. "My role is the
faculty head of the entire college which
makes up over 1,200 students, faculty
members and staff members."
As a College Head, Coleman is also
responsible for helping to get faculty
involved in the activities and oversee
the student activities and clubs. She
also works with the resident director to
integrate as many things as possible to
have a cohesive unit.
Coleman said she attends many of the
athletic and social events at Elizabeth
College. Coleman said she makes sure to
attend all of the main activities and is
constantly in and out of the building.
Coleman said the hardest part of being a
college head is not time commitment or

the actual job description.
"The difficulty in the job is not the job
itself," Coleman said. "It's in my own
leadership and knowing how to switch
leadership styles depending on the constituency that I am in charge of at that
particular moment whether it's student
affairs, academics or advising."
The thing Coleman said she enjoys
most about being a college head is the
accessibility to more students. She
enjoys meeting new people from various
places, cultures and backgrounds.
Oftentimes, Coleman sees students off
campus and it reminds her that she has
been blessed with a job that she loves.
"I'll meet people from Lizo at Quizno's
(who say) 'Hi, Dr. Coleman, you're my
college head,'" Coleman said. "The
diversity of students and the inclusion
of more students in my life is an even
greater blessing."
Coleman is proud to be a leader for a ·
residential college with such a unique
community.
- Said Coleman: "Elizabeth loves
Elizabeth and that is why 1 love being
the college head of ~uch a great community that is proud to be in that community."
-Anna Taylor

Meeting new people, forming
relationships and making the
occasional hook up are essential
parts of college life. For the second year in a row, Elizabeth
College has been voted the best
place to hook up.
Molly Barton, freshman from
O'Fallon, Ill., said the community
style bathrooms in the residential
college are partly responsible for
Elizabeth "Lizo" College winning
the award.
"It's a community style bath·
room so it's easy for the boys in
the bathroom and the girls in the
bathroom to get some hook up
action," Barton said.
Katie Davidson, alumna from
Evansville, Ind., is a former resident of Elizabeth College. She
said she didn't hook up while living there, but said the residential
college has a nice atmosphere
and is a social environment.
"I liked having a lot of people
around," Davidson said.
It is no coincidence Lizo has
also been voted best place to live
on campus and best residential
college, further solidifying Lizo's

reputation as the place to go for
hook ups.
Terra Gianneschi, senior from
Metropolis, Ill., and resident
adviser, said Lizo hosts numerous
events and is a student-friendly
environment. She said the amicable community helps students,
meet, get together and sometimes hook up.
"We have a lot of people who
meet here," she said.
The rooms in Lizo are not
interconnected. With only one
entrance, this provides students
with an additional level of privacy, Gianneschi said.
The residential college building is scheduled to undergo renovation this summer which should
last until next semester. Students,
who will have to move into different residential colleges, will
have to find different places to
hook up.
In the meantime they can be
expected to continue to make use
of the privacy and friendly environment of Lizo.

-Nick Reside
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BEST TRADITION Shoe Tree
Oak trees, maple trees and pine
trees are common sights across the
nation, but a shoe tree is something
one does not see everyday, unless you
go to Murray State.
What could be considered the heart
of the Quad, the shoe tree is located
across from Pogue Library and adds
charm and history to the otherwise
normal walk to class.
Firmly rooted in tradition, the legend of the shoe tree says if two students meet at Murray State and then
marries, nailing shoes to the tree will
bring them good luck.
The current tree, covered with more
than 50 pairs of mismatched shoes, is
the second in Murray State history.
The first tree was struck by lightning
due to the amount of nails and caught
fire, for that reason the existing tree
has been trimmed for fire prevention.

Student Ambassador Loree Akers
said it is common for couples to write
their wedding date on the shoes and
return to add their children's shoes.
For Bo and Susan Harris, who met at
Murray State in 2004, the shoe tree
was a way of leaving their mark on
campus, Susan said.
"I remember walking by the shoe
tree on the way to classes and always
thought it was neat to see the different
shoes that couples would choose,'' she
said.
The couple nailed their gray
Converse All-Stars to the tree the day
of their wedding while having photographs taken on campus.
"It's been fun to show our family
and friends our shoes," Susan said.
"It's a great tradition and I hope it continues for several decades."
-Sophie McDonald

BEST ON--CAMPUS EVENT
All-Campus Sing
Every spring, Murray State's Quad is
magically transformed into a wonderland of pink and white-budded trees
and bursts of fresh, vibrant foliage,
creating the perfect atmosphere for an
outdoor concert.
All-Campus Sing is the philanthropy
event of the professional music sorority Sigma Alpha Iota and takes place
every spring to raise money for
People-to-People, an organization that
gives musical instruments to children
who could not afford them otherwise.
The musical competition unites
both campus and community as four
divisions: residential colleges, inde·
pendent organizations, fraternities
and sororities get their groove on to
sing for a cause on the steps of historic Lovett Auditorium.
Each category is judged on choreog-

raphy, vocal projection and crowd
appeal and will have a frrst, second
and third place team.
Hundreds of students, faculty, visiting family and members of the community pile onto the Quad, spreading
blankets and setting up lawn chairs to
cheer on their organization of choice.
The individual organizations'
themes are kept secret until the day of
the performance, an All-Campus Sing
Tradition.
Madeline Hart, sophomore from
Lexington, Ky., is assistant chair of the
event and said the purpose of All·
Campus Sing is to further music in the
community and throughout the world.
"In a world where music programs
are being cut left and right in our
schools, it really is a testament to how
music can bring so many people
together," she said.
-Sophie McDonald
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BEST PLACE
TO FIND A
PARKING
SPOT
Behind Old Richmond
College
Students, faculty and staff alike
know all too well the hassles involved
in fmding a decent place to park on
campus, but there is one place that
may suit your parking needs without
being a burden on your legs.
The secret is out, the votes have
been tallied, the students have spoken: the best place to park on campus
is behind Old Richmond College.
The lot, sitting conveniently at the
corner of Chestnut Street and Gilbert
Graves Drive, has about 30 spots,
available at most times of the day.
Tyler Carson, freshman from
Hazel, Ky., said he does not have to
drive to get to different classes; parking at the lot behind Old Richmond
College is close enough to everything
he needs.
"It's nice because I can walk to all
of my classes from there." he said.
The parking places, both parallel
against the unused residential college

7

BEST PLACE FOR A FIRST
KISS The Quad
Au~tin

Ramsey/The News

building and traditional, facing the
General Services Building, often go
unnoticed by hurried students trying
to find a good space.
The spaces, once filled by residents
of old Richmond and Old Clark colleges, are no longer of use to on-campus residents, leadiRg the University
to make the lot open to a wide range
of parking passes.
Janie Stenberg. freshman from
Dexter, Ky., said she finds the parking
lot useful for a variety of purposes.
Because it is located off of Gilbert
Graves Drive, there is easy access to
the sporting complexes with a short
walk, she said. This saves the time
spent trying to find a parking space in
the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot
before a football or basketball game.

Past the hustle and bustle of the residential area and down the long stretch of
students walking hurriedly to classes in the mall area lies a serene stretch of
grass and trees Murray State students have voted as the best place to have that
special first kiss: The Quad.
It is where the brisk str ide found elsewhere on campus becomes a leisurely
stroll, hands are held and love's signature expression is experienced.
Dustin Alsbrooks, junior from Providence, Ky., said he was not surprised to
find the Quad had been voted the best place to have a ftrst kiss.
The wide setting and opulent scenery is perfect to let the world see one's
affection for another, he said.
"(The Quad is) a beautiful area and it's out in the open, so everybody can see
it," he sai<i "Announce it to the world!"
Alsbrook's fiance, Allie Bond, junior for Harrisburg, Ill., had a different idea
about the Quad's openness.
While spacious, the Quad's trees and the adjacent building's columns provide
a little privacy to share a kiss.
Although the couple did not have the fortune of locking lips for the first time
in the Quad, they both agreed that they could see why a couple may choose it.
"The Quad has a history of romance," Bond said. "We do have the shoe tree."
The shoe tree, located on the Quad near Pogue Library, represents a Murray
State tradition for married couples who met at the University to each nail a shoe
into the bark.
The tree, looming over young couples, gives something they can look forward
..
.
to while they share kisses near it in t~e Quad.
Bond added the Quad's many benches provide plenty of opportumttes to Sit
and kiss.

-Austin Ramsey

S~nberg saidsheusesthelotfura ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

variety of purposes because she can
always fmd a spot there.
Said Stenberg: "It's the best place to
park because it's not overly crowded,
yet it's still in the center of campus."

-Austin Ramsey

BEST BOOKSTORE
University B'Jok & Bean
Students need books, and books are notoriously expensive. But if you wish to
save some money on books, there are a few book stores in Murray that sell used
or rental books to reasonable prices.
University Book & Bean at 1203 Chestnut Street was voted best bookstore. It
is an independent, full-service bookstore near campus that provides students
every semester since fall 2008 with everything they need for their studies.
One goal of University Book & Beans owners is to always have enough of the
needed books, mostly college books, on their shelves. Thus, they try to get new
books as cheap as possible and sell them at reasonable prices to students. After
making use of them, students have the chance to sell back their used textbooks
to University Book & Bean year-round.
But University Book & Bean has more to offer than just literature: It is a bookstore and coffee shop in one. Right next to the entrance, guests can choose
between many varieties of hot and cold drinks, from vanilla Jattes and blended
drinks to fruit smoothies and hot tea.
Whether buying college books, selling used ones for the l,Ughest possi~le buyback price or simply looking to wind down with a chai latte or cappuccmo, the
friendly and experienced team is trying to make every customer happy and con·
tent in the voted best bookstore in town.

lhanfs to the
stadents and everyone
who voted as as
yoar
rQ/or,'te.· Co,f'f'~ Shop .I
2?0-?-(,1-4'600

~Ada/~L!DM

-Andrea Ballman
I
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One thing that makes up a large factor for looking
good? Hair. We ask ourselves, is it cut well? ls it
healthy? Is it styled neatly?
Offering hair cuts and styles, all color services,
waxes, perms, acrylic nails, manicures and pedicures
is Reflections Hair Salon.
Voted by students for best place to get a hair cut,
it's no surprise that many of Reflections' customers
·are students at Murray State.
"A lot of times I will keep (students) until graduation and then they leave (Murray)," Kelly Tynes,
owner and stylist, said. "It's really sad."
All employees of the family-owned business are
Want to look and feel your best? Appearance has an· educated and trained as hair professionals.
Pricing for cuts and services vary for everyone.
impact on self-confidence.

BEST PLACE
TO GET YOUR
HAIR CUT

ReflectionsHair Salon

Some student offers and discounts are available
throughout the year.
"Prices vary depending on how much you are getting done and what you are getting done," Tynes
said.
Reflections uses and sells major brands of products such as Redken and Sexy Hair.
Regardless of price, Reflections is a place where
the quality of service is top-notch.
"Reflections is where you c-an get your hair cut for
cheap and still get a quality style," Kathryn
Reinhardt, sophomore from St. Louis, said. "The hair
professionals there really make you feel at home."
Reflections accepts appointments and walk-ins.
-Anna Taylor

BEST PLACE TO LIVE OFF
Campus Suites and
CAMPUS The Chase at Murray

Kylie Townsl'nd!The News

BEST CUP OF COFFEE
Fidalgo Bay

Students who are not content with on campus coffee shops should check out
Fidalgo Bay, voted as having the best cup of coffee. It is located at 1201 Payne
Street and offers everything a real coffee junkie dreams of.
Fidalgo Bay is locally owned by Sara and Bernie Fineman and Terry Strieter.
After achieving a huge success in their frrst coffee shop and making numerous
students as well as locals happy, the family business opened a second location
in the Medical Arts Building in 803 Poplar Street.
The menu ranks from any type of coffee or espresso, latte to cold specialty
drinks such as iced toddy, iced chai and green tea matcha, and thus meets everybo~~~~~~dh~n~~BdalgoB~~es~promo~h~hhand~"~real
fruit smoothies and different juices. Besides hot and cold drinks, guests have
the choice between delicious muffins and other mouth-watering pastries like
cheese cream danish, fruit danish and different scones. You can also get chicken salad sandwiches, ham or turkey croissants or swiss cheese croissants to still
your hunger and enjoy great treat.
The small coffee shop offers a great way to relax, connect with friends or just
hang out in a pleasant atmosphere. Students also appreciate that Fidalgo Bay
offers free wifi in the store, so that studying sometimes meets with delight and
relish. If you are in a hurry, the drive-through at Payne Street is an option to
keep you on time with your appointments or to rouse you from sleep in the
morning.
With a small cappuccino costing only $2.80, everybody can enjoy fine hot and
cold specialities. With the nice coffee shop ambient as well as very friendly
employees, Fidalgo Bay justifiably earns the title 'best coffee shop' in Murray.
-Andrea Ballman

Student life doesn't only take place
and why so many students choose it.
on campus.
"We have a really fun atmosphere
here," she said. "And everything we
The Chase at Murray and Campus
offer is all-inclusive on the bill, so
Suites have tied for the second year in
(residents) don't have to pay different
the row as the best place to live off
bills here and there.
campus.
Campus Suites, located a short
Each complex offers students small
drive past The Chase. also offers two
communities with amenities like
different rooming opportunities.
swimming pools and business centers
Three- and four-bedroom suites are
- places where they can feel at home
fully furnished and move-in ready.
when home is out of reach.
Campus Suites also features the
The Chase at Murray, an apartment
largest rooms in town, and the suite
complex located off of North 16th
Street, features two different living
community is gated.
environments.
Residents enjoy 24-bour access to
Students have their choice of a twothe fitness and business centers, free
bedroom, two-bathroom apartment or
tanning, a resort-style pool, sand vola four-bedroom and four-bathroom
leyball courts and a ftre pit.
suite. Both feature an eat-in kitchen
Both communities feature residentonly all-day bussing services to and
and living room with a seated balcony.
from campus.
Apartments and suites are fully furProperty Manager Kim Wilson said
nished and move-in ready.
the complex offers everything stuIndividual leases are available.
Past the rooms, The Chase offers its
dents want for a cheap price, and with
residents a swimming pool, unlimited
monthly events that keep Campus
Suites residents home on the weektanning, a fitness center and lighted
ends.
tennis courts.
Said Wilson: "We try to gear events
Stephanie Pingston Leasing and
Marketing Manager said it's the
we put Of! around things the students
atmosphere and ease of living that
would want and enjoy."
-Austin Ramsey
makes living at The Chase so great,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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?{air Sa{on
Would like to say thank you for voting us as
" Best Hair Salon"
for two years in a .row.
506N North 12th Street

270 - 759 - 1112
I
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BEST PLACE TO GET A
. TATTOO Ain't That Art
Timeless art and perfection are two
aspirations of that tattoo artists at
Ain't That Art whose customer base
is 75 percent Murray State students.
Jason Agee, manager of Ain't That
Art, said he sees several returning
students.
"There are several people that we
see several times," he said. "Some
people we see once a month, some
people we see every two weeks."
When a student gets a tattoo at
Ain't That Art, Agee is confident they
will return.
"Once we tattoo them once, they're
definitely coming back to us," he said.
Kory Savage, sophomore from
Clinton Ky., said has three tattoos
from Ain't That Art.
"They made me feel at home and
they advised me well,.. he said. "If I
wanted something and it wouldn't
work out in the long rung, or if it
wouldn't look good they would help
me."
Agee said he believes that Ain't
That Art is the best tattoo parlor in
town.

File photo
"We offer the best quality work
around, the cleanest, brightest, most
perfect art work you can possibly do,
we're trying to put out," he said. "It's
not only going to be on their body, it's
going to have our name on it."
Tattoos are permanent, Agee said,
and Ain't That Art strives to make the
artwork look good years after the initial.
"We really care about what we put on
people's skin - we're here for the art
work and tattoos are for life and
that's how long we'd like them to
last," he said. "It's going to look good
for along time, and we're going to let
the customer know that."
Savage said his experience was a
rewarding one and he plans on
returning to the parlor again.
Said Savage: "They're great, I'm going
to go back."
-Haley Russell

Cheri Theatre

People of all ages have enjoyed
viewing blockbuster hits in movie theaters since the late 1890s and going to
the movies is still a favorite pastime of
college students.
Murray's Cheri Theatre has been
voted the best place to watch a movie
for the second year in a row and with
the 37-foot movie screens, Adobe digital surround sound and student discount it is not surprising.
"We're trying to give a good, fun
place for college students to go watch
movies and be reasonable in that
offer," said Bryan Hopkins, Cheri
Theatre manager and network administrator. "We really appreciate the
MSU students giving us that honor, it
means a lot."

Cheri Theatre, located on Chestnut
Street, may be the only movie theater
in Murray, but Hopkins said that did
not dampen his excitement over the
recognition.
"Just because it's the only movie theater doesn't mean you can't watch
movies elsewhere," he said, "they
could sit at home and watch it on computer screen, but we try to provide the
best possible viewing there is."
The reputation of the theater is
important to the employees of Cheri,
Hopkins said.
Said Hopkins: "We spend a lot of
time working on making sure the
movies look good on the screen,
sounds in the theater and that we have
a clean environment to stay competitive and keep prices down."
-Sophie McDonald

BEST TAXI SERVICE Mama Nancy's
In a small town Like Murray taxicabs
may not seem like to most defining
feature. But to· this year's winner for
best taxi service having taxis is an
important part of the community. •
Mama Nancy's was voted the best
taxi in Murray.

THANKS FOR

111

vs.

Aprll29, 2011

BEST PLACE FOR A MOVIE

A«m~~WMamaNancy
it~
r~===========================~ because
of her loyalty to customers.
Customers she ..would not have if it
were not for her decade-long commitment to he business here in Murray.
''We are -good to everybody and
don't stop until everybody gets a ride,"
she said.
She said one of the reasons so many
students prefer Mama Nancy's is
because of the five-dollar charge to
anywhere in town.
"With gas prices up so high we
thought doing the offer could help students a lot," She said. "I try to go the

VOTING!

The News

extra mile to make sure people get
where they n<ted to go."
Mama Nancy said she works the
night shift to be with students, her
favorite customers.
Though they can be a little rowdy,
as long as they stick to the rules everyone has a good time, Mama Nancy
said.
"1 let them joke and laugh and sing
all they want," she saicl
Torey Moore, senior from Chicago,
said he enjoys taking Mama Nancy's
because she is always there on time
and students enjoy the company and
the atmosphere offered by the service.
"They are always fun to talk to,"
Moore said. "And I think it has an original and catchy name. It's also really
good for international students who
don't have a way to get around town."
-John Walker

BEST DELIVERYBaldy's Grill

There are many restaurants that
offer delivery in Murray, but only one
-BEST RIVALtopped the list this year: Baldy's Grill.
Located on Coldwater Road, Baldy's
Grill serves food ranging from sandwiches to gyros, pasta to pizza and
seafood to salad.
Offering free delivery until 1 a.m.,
the restaurant is able to provide a rare
service to those who get a craving
-BEST UNDERRATED SPORTwhile studying or hanging out with
friends late into the night.
Owner Ayman Elberam said delivery
time ranges between 30 to 45 minutes
as all food is prepared fresh.
"For the price you pay and the qualiL..~~~------~~~~--~.;.....;.;...
~~~~~~~~~ty~o~f~fo~od~y~o~u~make is the difference,"

__

he said. "You call and we start cooking."
Chris Patel, junior from Russellville,
Ky., said he when he has Baldy's Grill it
is usually between .11:30 p.m. and midnight and has it delivered to his residential college.
.
"Baldy's is very quick and convenient for the (residential college circle)," Patel said. "Prices are not too
shabby and their delivery drivers are
very personable."
To place an order call 270-762-0441.
Elberam said he also encourages
people to stop by their Coldwater
Road location to dine in.
-Elizabeth Johnson
I

\
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BEST SUSHI, PLACE TO TAKE A DATE
Jasmine Thai Cuisine
&Sushi Bar
·
Got wasabi? It's the perfect ingredient to spice up
your sushi or your date, both of whic~ Murray students prefer to have at Jasmine.
The Thai and sushi restaurant, founded in 2006,
was voted as the best place to satisfy your sushi
cravings and as the best place to take a date.
The wall of decorative ivy that greets customers
as they walk through the door creates an exotic dining experience, while the friendly smile of the host
makes anyone feel right at home.
Miranda
Wheatley,
sophomore
from
Madisonville Ky., worked as a server at Jasmine.
Wheatley said she believes the restaurant can offer
a romantic atmosphere for couples.
"The dim lights, the soft music and just all around
great food arc perfect for that first date," Whtatley
said. "The booths offer privacy from other guests.
There would always be couples coming in at night
for a date when 1 worked there."
Kelly Ford, sophomore from Nortonville. Ky., said
going to Jasmine is her first choice when she eats
out in Murray.

"There are so many different kinds of sushi that I
never get tired of coming here,'' Ford said. "My
favorite is the salmon California roll. Every time
I've been here, the food has been great."
Wheatley said the sushi at Jasmine is made carefully.
"It has the best sushi because it is locally owned
and the ingredients are always fresh," Wheatley
said. ''The sushi chefs enjoy what they do there, so
they aJways try to make each dish not only a great
delicacy, but an artistic work as well."
The restaurant offers a lunch and dinner menu, as
well as a bar and a dining area for groups.
Ford said going on dates to Jasmine with her
boyfriend has become a tradition.
"We feel really comfortable coming here to eat,"
Ford said. "He knows I love sushi, so he always asks
if I want to go to Jasmine when we get the chance
to go on a date. He actually hadn't tried sushi until
we came here, and now h~ reaJly enjoys it - which
is great for me."
In 2009, a second location opened in Paducah,
offering Thai specialties and authentic sushi dishes.
Jasmine is located at 506 N. 12th St. For more
information
and
a
full
menu,
visit
cravejasrnine.com.
- Paige Graves

Kylie TownsendfThP News

Matt B's is honored and wants
to than(( Murrav State Students,
Facu(tv, and Staff for voting us
+he Best Pizza in Town
five vears in a row! ••.Phone (170) 759·11'3'11'1-11 Main Street
Murrav, ltY '1-2071

••••••••••••••••••••

HOURS

Mondav thru Saturdav
11 a.~ to B p.~
CLOSEI> SUWI>AYS
fft. 1997

And r~~e~~er•••
Matt B's, +he One and Ontv
(ocation on ·Main Stree+.
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BEST PLACE FOR A GIRLS'
NIGHT OUT Big Apple Cafe
When girls just want to have fun, they do their business at the Big Apple Cafe,
the 'core' of good food and cold drinks.
This year, students voted the restaurant as the best place for a girls' night out.
More affectionately known as 'The Apple,' the establishment. originally located in Puryear, Tenn., moved to its current location at 1005 Arcadia Street in
October 2001 after liquor by the drink was allowed in the city limits.
The Apple has become a landmark in the eyes of the public and a restaurant
recognized for its original menu, great entertainment, and one-of-a-kind atmosphere.
Layne Hardison, senior from Benton, Ky., said she enjoys getting to hang out
with her friends at The Apple.
"I don't go out very often," Hardison said. "When I do get the chance. it's really nice to hang out with girls I might not see because of my busy schedule."
Hardison said the menu has a lot of choices.
The Big Apple not only offers a full bar, but a diverse menu with a variety of
food for everyone. The Special Bean Roll, a meat and bean-filled tortilla covered
in salsa and a variety of cheeses, has been the cornerstone of the menu since its
creation by owner Robert Danielson.
Boone 'Skip' Chambers, co-owner of the restaurant, said the bean roll is what
the restaurant is known for.
The walls of The Apple are decorated with posters, advertisements and merchandise for sale to the public. This casual setting makes the restaurant ideal for
gatherings.
Monday is trivia night at The Apple and often draws large groups to the event.
Holli Wiggins, junior at West Kentucky Community Technical College. said
she tries to go to The Apple every Monday with her co-workers.

BEST OPEN MIC/KARAOKE
The Keg
Whether you belt it out like
Christina Aguilera, make crowds
swoon like John Mayer or wake up
feeling like Ke$ha, all of your karaoke
and open mic needs can be met at The
Keg, voted Best Open Mic/Karaoke
place in town.
The Keg, located at 1501 N. 16th St.,
features karaoke on Wednesday nights
as well as bands playing every
Saturday night.
Darren Yates, owner of The Keg,
said he is grateful for the honor of
winning Best Open Mic/Karaoke for
the second year in a row.
"We're very happy to have student
support and we enjoy having them,"
Yates said. "Thank you for another
great year."
Students seem to enjoy the atmos- ·
phere of The Keg.
Claudia Kinker, graduate student
from Regensburg, Germany. said she
has gone to The Keg to hang out with
friends.
"I went there on a Wednesday night
to hang out with my friends and was
surprised there was so much going
on," Kinker said. _

She said The Keg was very active
and very energetic even on a weeknight.
"We had a really good time," Kinker
said. "Mainly because so many people
were singing and having fun with
their friends."
Kinker said it does not seem to matter how well anyone can sing because
everyone is just there to have a good
time.
"Everyone can sing," Kinker said.
"Even the people who cannot sing
well can get up there with their
friends and still have a good time and
have lots of fun. The participation is
really good."
She said another draw is the diverse
crowd customers can experience.
"The nice thing is the crowd is really mixed and you can meet all different kinds of people," Kinker said. "It's
not just students. There are older people and people you would never meet
going to other places."
For more information contact The
Keg at (270) 762-0040.

File Photo

"We love going to The Apple for a laid-back girls' night," Wiggins said. "I get
to take a break from school, work and stress. A lot of my friends go to college
in Murray, so this really helps me keep in touch at a place that will always be
special to us."
Thursday nights are also ideal for a girls' night out, providing live band performances starting at 9 p.m., with a cover charge of $5. Local band Bawn in the
Mash has made appearances in the past.
-Paige Graves

7fumkJ for Vofin!J uJ
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1205 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY
753-1851
Man- Fri 10 am- 6 pm
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elementsojky. com
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BEST FOOD TO CURE A BEST SERVICE
HANGOVER Mary's Kitchen
Mary's Kitchen
Mary's Kitchen is the number o ne name that comes to mind when students are
.waking up from their beds or floors on Sunday morning after a long, hard night of
drinking.
Murray State students said there's no place better to get the cure for that pesky
headache and upset stomach than this cozy, 24-hour restaurant.
Mary's Kitchen, which opened its doors two years ago, welcomes the hungover
and even the drunk, said Mary Black, owner of the restaurant.
She said students and young people are an important part of her business and
she would not have it any other way, even when they're stumbling in.
"I love the college students, and when they're drunk it's a hoot," she said.
Because of their round-the-clock service and more than 4-page menu, Mary's
Kitchen seems to be the place to go for winding down after a crazy night, Black
said.
.
·~fter last call at 11:30 (p.m.), everybody comes here straight from the bars and
the parties," she said.
Since the restaurant is open from the wee hours of night through the middle of
the afternoon, Black said the restaurant sees a lot of the same customers one night
and then the next morning.
"They come in on Saturday night and then they come back in Sunday morning
ready to eat again," she said.
·
So why is Mary's Kitchen such a great place to cure a hangover?
Black said they serve the best hangover food and they serve it around the clock.
The key is in the carbohydrates, she said.
Hashbrowns, eggs, bacon and pancakes are the best foods to order after waking
up with a headache and light sensitivity, she said.
However, it is not just the food that makes Mary's Kitchen a great hangover
cure, Black said. Being voted best food to cure a hangover probably has a lot to
with the atmosphere of the restaurant and its staff.
"We don't look down on you here," she said. "We treat them good and nobody
kicks them out. We just let them have some fun."
But customers can't get too excited, as there is a $25 fine if you throw up on the
carpet.
-Jamie Booth

If you ask most people about
their restaurant experiences, they
will probably tell you that the quality of service is as important, if not
more important, than the quality of
the food. So where can you get the
best service in town?
Murray State students voted
Mary's Kitchen as the restaurant
with the best service and Mary
Black. owner of the restaurant, said
she could not be more proud. "This is what I'm most proud of,"
sh e said. "My servers really
deserve it. They work really, really
hard."
Black credits the atmosphere that
the servers work in, which provides a home away from home for
most of the staff.
"We're like a big family here," she
said. "Everyone is very loyal and I
want this pl ace to succeed for
them." ·
Because of the close-knit familial
relationship among the servers and
staff, Black said her servers are
more likely to stay with the restaurant.
"Our turnover rate is basically
non-existent," she said. "There's
only two servers that aren't here
now that were there from the

BEST "LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES
When you are in the mood for something to
munch in the wee hours of the morning, where can
you go? Frankly, there are just not a lot of options,
especially for good. sit-down food.
However, when Mary's Kitchen opened two years
ago, everything changed. This little restaurant on
the north side of town decided to keep its doors
open all day and all night.
Mary Black, owner of the restaurant, said she felt
that Murray needed a place where customers. especially students, could sit down and have a nice
meal, no matter what time it is.
"I myself am a night owl," she said. "I think it's
really important fo r a place to be open late.
Students really need a place to go because Murray
basically rolls its sidewalks up at 9 or 10 o'clock."
Black said she also saw a need to cater not only
to nocturnal students but also to second and third
shift workers at the factories and hospital.
"This is a factory town and when the workers get
out they need somewhere to eat," she said. "And I
know the people that work at the hospital get sick
of that cafeteria food."
•
These customers have kept the restaurant going
and expanding, Black said. While it took a while to
catch on, Mary's Kitchen actually gets quite a lot of

beginning. People come in all the
time asking for an application and I
always have to tell them we're .n ot
hiring."
Black said that owning her own
restaurant allows her to manage
her servers in a different way from
other franchise-oriented places.
"I make up the rules here and
they're a little different than other
places," she said . "I don't allow cell
phones and I don't want visible tattoos, but you're not going to be
fired for coming in 10 minutes late."
Most of the waiters and waitresses at Mary's Kitchen know exactly
what they're doing when it comes
to serving food with a smile, Black
said.
~·r stole servers from all over
Murray," she said. "I try to always
get servers with experience. We
have one guy n ow who is completely new, but we're going to have
him top-notch in no time."

-Jamie Booth

Mary's Kitchen

business when everyone else is asleep.
"The first year was a little difficul t," she said.
"Sometimes we were having to close at nine a couple of nights a week. But once people started hearing about it we had people in at all hours every
night of the week. It doesn't make as much money,
but it pays for itself and that's all we need it to do."
To help promote and introduce new students to
the idea of late-night snacking, Mary's Kitchen
offers free pancakes in August, as long as you come
in your pajamas, Black said.
Mary's Kitchen serves up their entire menu all
night long, from breakfast to deserts, Black said.
So what's the food that landed Mary's Kitchen
the title of best late-night snack?
"Cheese sticks are our most popular appetizer,
and Mama's Big .Breakfast is also really popular,"
she said. "Our most popular sandwich is any kind
of burger, and we have a huge amount of burgers. It
doesn't really vary much from that."
Mary's Kitchen is located off the north side of
US 641 at 1205 Stadium View Drive. It is open 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
·~ ....... . ... •• -Jamie Booth
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BEST PLACE FOR A BARGAIN
When first walking into Peddler's
Mall, it's a bit difficult to see the forest
for the trees. But after traversing the
first aisle or so it's easy to understand
why Peddler's Mall won the title of
best place to fmd a bargain, because no
matter how many things there are to
see, it's virtually guaranteed that whatever you come away with will be a
great buy.
The store is set up with different sections for each vendor, so even though
it's in one building, more than 200 people sell their products at Peddler's
Mall, and store manager Kay Shelton
said you can fmd almost anything in
one of those sections.
"There's everything in here, short of
big equipment," Shelton said. "You see
things that you grew up with. It just
kind of brings you back home."
However, Peddler's Mall is not just
home to antiques, but also to new
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Peddler's Mall

items, candies, clothing, furniture and
more.
"There's something here for everybody," Shelton said. "We have music,
we have records and we have antiques.
We have all sorts of things. Plus everybody's looking for a good deal right
now, not just young people. W~re
booming this time of year."
Peddler's Mall is also well organized,
making items eilsy to fmd.
"I think we're more organized than
other thrift stores," Shelton said. "It's
bigger, but every vendor takes care of
his booth. We have a good idea of who
has what and we can help you find
what you're looking foL"
If you've never visited Peddler's
Mall, Shelton would encourage you to
come see what's there.
Said Shelton: "Once you've been in
you'll come back a hundred times."
-Kyra Ledbetter

.
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client is building a new home and
needs design assistance or just redecorating a room, we are happy to offer
our services."
The products at Elements are also
priced for a college student's budget,
so anyone can fmd a way to change
their space without overspending.
"We try to design displays so that
our customers can envision such a setting in their own borne," Latimer said.
"That being said, we also search for
styles of furniture that are very unique
yet affordable. I think college students
and young professionals enjoy the
fresh and transitional look we portray."
Said Latimer: "With our wide array
of merchandise, and relaxed, inviting
atmosphere there is something for
everyone at Elements.''
-Kyra Ledbetter

Than
You

Far Vlllng us "Best Placetallve an Ca•pus"
Come Celebrate With us
on Friday, April 29
from 2:30-4 :30.

We will be grilling
hamburgers and hot
dogs by our pool.
Stop by for some
FREE LUNCH, and
get to know our
friendly staff. We
hop_e to see you all
there!

BEST GIFT BOUTIQUE Penique's
Though not many students find
themselves on the town square on a
regular basis, it may be worth the trip
to visit Penique's. Taking the prize for
best gift boutique, Penique's has everything you could want in a boutique and
more, including a wide range of prices
and an even wider range of products.
Including infant items, bridal registry options, furniture and even
Mexican pottery, there's always a surprise at Penique's.
"1 think that they have a lot of cute
options for students," Tia Johnston,
junior from Leitchfield, Ky., said.
"They have nice home decor, even pottery. I really like their picture frames.
They have a lot of cute garden stuff,
too. Everything there is just so cute."
Penique's carries unique items that

can't be found elsewhere in Murray.
"Penique's has really unique items,"
Jessica Lanier, senior from Kevil, Ky.,
said. "You can't just go down to
Walmart and buy the same quality
merchandise."
In addition, buying from Penique's
means supporting local business.
something Lanier feels is even more
important than their products or their
prices.
"I think it's really important to buy
from small local businesses, especially
in this economy when they really need
the support," Lanier said. "It may be
slightly more expensive but spending a
little extra to support someone in your
own town pays off more in the long
run."
-Kyra Ledbetter

Ill U RRAY

Would like to sav-

BEST BRIDAL REGISTRY Elements Home &Gifts
This year, Elements Home & Gifts
took the prize for best bridal registry,
but the store caters to more than just
engaged couples. Their wide range of
products and services have made them
an impressive boutique.
"Our goal is to make registering as
easy of a process as possible,'' said
Lauralee Latimer, store manager. "We
go through the entire store with our
couples and offer suggestions of items
that they may or may not have thought
about. We offer so many different categories for a home that we want to make
sure couples are aware."
Even if you're not soon to be married, Elements can help you decorate
your home or apartment to be a more
functional and attractive space.
·~t Elements we offer design consultation," Latimer said. "Whether a
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